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A method for Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of hybrid
poplar (Populus alba x P. grandidentata) suspension cultures and
regeneration of transformed plants is described.The best protocol
was one in which suspension cultures were inoculated with
Agrobacterium tumefaciens to a density of 107 cfu's/ml, cocultivated
for 48 hours, plated to cellulose acetate filters at a density of 14
colonies/mm2, and cultured on medium containing 1 mg/1 2,4-D.
Although cefotaxime inhibited callus growth, it was used in the
plating medium to suppress proliferation of Agrobacterium.Selection
appeared to be more reliable using hygromycin as compared to
kanamycin or geneticin (G418).Transgenic plants were regenerated by
culturing the calli on media containing thidiazuron, but no shoots
could be regenerated using BA.Using this protocol, the Ac transposable element from maize was
inserted into poplar callus and transgenic plants were regenerated.
In a second experiment an insect toxin gene from Bacillus
thuringiensis (Bt) was inserted into poplar callus, but no plants
could be produced.
Ac activity was studied in five transgenic callus lines and in
regenerated plants using Southern blot analysis.Multiple DNA
rearrangements were observed in two lines, and in two of the
remaining three lines, Ac transposed.These results suggest that Ac-
mediated gene tagging is possible in poplar.
The Bt toxin gene was inserted into eight callus lines.First
instar larvae of gypsy moth (Lymantria dispar) and western tussock
moth (Orgyia vetusta) were reared on seven untransformed callus lines
and eight transgenic lines until they died or molted to the third
instar.Insects reared on two of the transformed lines had
significantly lower survival than insects reared on the untransformed
controls.Relative to the controls, only 3% as many gypsy moths and
65% as many western tussock moths survived on these transformed
lines.These results suggest that Bt toxin genes could be used to
produce trees with substantially enhanced resistance to lepidopteran
insects.Agrobacterium-mediated Transformation of Hybrid Poplar (Populus alba
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The Introduction to the thesis is followed by three chapters
written as manuscripts to be submitted for publication.The first
manuscript, entitled "Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of poplar
suspension cultures and regeneration of transformed plants," contains
a detailed description of the materials and methods.This
manuscript, which is cited throughout the thesis, will be
substantially shortened prior to submission for publication.The
second and third manuscripts, entitled "Ac transposes in hybrid
poplar," and "Transgenic poplar callus containing a Bt-toxin gene
inhibits insect survival," will be submitted for publication without
major revision.The Conclusions and Prospects section is followed by
a Bibliography (containing all references cited in the thesis) and
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INTRODUCTION
Overview of Thesis
Rationale for the study of Populus
Species of the genus Populus are important worldwide for a
diversity of uses, including pulp, lumber, veneer for plywood, woody
biomass for energy production, and land reclamation (Stettler et al.
1988).Populus species and their hybrids are among the fastest
growing temperate trees, and are especially suited to short-rotation
intensive culture systems (Isebrands et al. 1983).Because poplars
display marked hybrid vigor and are easy to propagate vegetatively,
tree improvement is geared almost exclusively toward the development
of improved clones.Despite their outstanding characteristics,
poplars have a number of traits that need improvement; they are
highly susceptible to insects and disease, and do poorly under
competition from weeds (USDA Forest Service 1980).These traits are
amenable to improvement using traditional breeding methods as well as
genetic engineering.
Poplars are model species for molecular biological studies of
trees and are ideally suited to tree improvement using genetic
transformation.The genome size of poplar is considerably smaller
than tobacco (Dhillon 1987) and only 3-5 fold larger than that of2
Arabidopsis, which has the smallest plant genome known (Dhillon 1987,
Parsons et al. 1986, Pang and Meyerowitz, Lee-Stadelmann et al.
1990).Poplars are easily cultured in vitro, and were the first
trees to be genetically transformed, using both Agrobacterium
(Minocha et al. 1986, Fillatti et al. 1987b, Pythoud et al. 1987),
and microprojectile-mediated transformation (McCown et al. 1991).
Thesis organization
The first chapter of the thesis describes a method for
Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of poplar suspension cultures
and regeneration of transformed plants.I chose to work with Populus
alba x P. grandidentata (clone NC-5339) because it is easily cultured
in vitro and has been transformed using Agrobacterium; transgenic
plants have been regenerated via organogenesis from leaves
cocultivated with Agrobacterium tumefaciens (reviewed in Sellmer and
McCown 1989).Because organogenesis is relatively slow,I attempted
to develop a rapid transformation protocol by cocultivating
suspension cultures and regenerating transgenic callus.I reasoned
that suspension culture transformation might have several advantages,
including high transformation frequencies and more effective control
of residual Agrobacterium.Transformation of poplar suspension
cultures, however, has not been reported, so a number of experiments
were needed to develop a successful protocol.Because plants can be
regenerated from callus (Russell and McCown 1988), this procedure
would not preclude the subsequent analysis of foreign gene activity
in plants.3
Using transformation of suspension cultures,I inserted the Ac
transposable element into poplar and studied its behavior in
transgenic plants.This work is described in Chapter II.If Ac
transposes in poplar, gene tagging could potentially be used to
identify and clone genes for traits such as disease resistance, whose
molecular basis is unknown.Ac has been the transposon of choice for
tagging genes in heterologous hosts because it seems to transpose
more frequently than other transposons, and has a simple, well-
characterized structure (Balcells et al. 1991).A relatively simple
phenotypic assay for Ac excision was developed by Baker et al. (1987)
by inserting Ac into the untranslated leader of the neomycin
phosphotransferase (NPT-II) gene.Ac excision restores NPT-II
expression, and cells in which Ac has excised can be identified by
the acquisition of kanamycin resistance.I used the Ac-containing
cointegrate vector developed by Baker et al. (1987) to study Ac
transposition in poplar.Because the Ac vector also contains a
hygromycin resistance gene for selection of transformed plants,I was
also able to evaluate this gene as a selectable marker.
The third chapter describes work aimed at producing insect
resistant trees by inserting an insect toxin gene from Bacillus
thuringiensis (Bt) into poplar.This work was initiated because the
Bt gene had been shown to confer insect resistance in transgenic
tomato (Fischhoff et al. 1987) and tobacco (Barton et al. 1987, Vaeck
et al. 1987). Iinserted a Bt toxin gene into poplar callus and
studied its effect on the growth and survival of gypsy moth and
western tussock moth.4
Literature Review
Plant transformationl has become an important tool for creating
improved plant varieties and for studying fundamental aspects of
plant biology.Transformation greatly increases the diversity of
genes available for plant improvement and shortens the timeneeded to
develop improved varieties (reviewed in Gasser and Fraley 1989,
Cheliak and Rogers 1990).Because transformation avoids the
recombination and segregation that accompanies gene transfer via
sexual hybridization, genes can be inserted into elite genotypes
without disrupting desirable gene combinations.Most methods of
plant transformation are dramatically different from traditional
methods of gene transfer, which rely on plant hybridization, because
they insert specific genes, rather than entire chromosomes or genomes
(reviewed in Goodman et al. 1987).Plant transformation is also a
powerful research tool because individual genes can be isolated,
modified, and inserted into plants to study their regulation and how
they affect plant growth and development.
lAlthough the term "plant transformation" has been widely used (Ledig
1985, Klee et al. 1987a, Hooykaas 1989, Simpson and Herrera-Estrella
1989), it is rarely defined.I define transformation as the stable
introduction of DNA into plant cells using methods other than the
normal union of gametes.The transferred DNA may be integrated into
the plant genome, as in Agrobacterium-mediated transformation, or may
exist extrachromosomally, as in systemic viral infection.Cells can
be transformed with entire chromosomes or genomes, as in cell fusion,
or by the introduction of specific genes(gene insertion).5
Opportunities for tree improvement
Compared to traditional methods of tree improvement, plant
transformation presents unique opportunities and limitations.
Perhaps the most significant opportunity is the ability to overcome
reproductive barriers to gene transfer; genes from virtually any
organism can be introduced and expressed in plants if they are
modified to contain appropriate regulatory sequences.Genes from
viruses, bacteria, animals, and other plant species have all been
expressed in plants (reviewed in Weising et al. 1988).In trees,
gene insertion might be useful for overcoming reproductive barriers
between closely-related tree species, such as transferring genes for
resistance to white pine blister rust (Cronartium ribicola) from
sugar pine to eastern white pine (Sederoff and Ledig 1985); or to
bridge large evolutionary distances, such as inserting the insect
toxin gene from Bacillus thuringiensis into trees (Strauss et al.
1991).Because gene insertion avoids the genetic recombination and
segregation that occurs during the sexual cycle, desirable gene
combinations can be maintained while new genes are added.
One of the major constraints to traditional tree breeding is
the long generation time of trees (Cheliak and Rogers 1990).Because
progress from recurrent selection can be slowed by long breeding
cycles, much effort has been devoted to enhancing early flowering in
trees (Ross and Pharis 1985).Using gene insertion, however, genes
can be transferred to (or from) trees that are sexually immature.
Backcross breeding, which is used to transfer specific genes from an
unimproved variety to an elite genotype, has been used extensively in6
agricultural crops (Briggs and Knowles 1967), but is essentially
unknown in trees.In backcross breeding, hybridization is followed
by selection in repeated backcross generations to eliminate
undesirable genes from the unimproved parent.Gene insertion does
not require backcrossing because undesirable genes are not
transferred.
Unlike traditional breeding, gene insertion may allow
controlled modification and improvement of native genes; genes cloned
from trees might be modified and reintroduced into their natural
host.Other techniques such as antisense technology (reviewed in van
der Krol et al. 1988) or ribozymes (Bruening et al. 1987) could be
used to suppress the expression of endogenous genes.Using antisense
or ribozyme technologies it might be possible to produce trees that
grow faster by inhibiting specific developmental pathways.Because
trees that produce heavy crops of pollen and cones have substantially
less vegetative growth (Fielding 1960, Teich 1975), it might be
possible to produce faster growing trees by developing plants that
devote little energy to reproductive structures.
Limitations
Although gene insertion presents new options for tree
improvement, it also has significant limitations.The primary focus
of tree improvement has been on polygenic traits (Zobel and Talbert
1984); few economically important single-gene traits are known in
trees (Sederoff and Ledig 1985, Timmis and Trotter 1989).Using gene
insertion, it will be difficult to modify the genes responsible for7
many of these traits, although it may be possible to engineer
improved wood quality and carbon allocation by focusing on key genes
(Sederoff and Ledig 1985, Timmis and Trotter 1989).Individually,
most of these "polygenes" probably have small phenotypic effects, and
it may be decades before important combinations of genes can be
identified, cloned, and inserted into plants.For these reasons,
genes inserted into trees will likely come from other species and
kingdoms, rather than from trees themselves.
For many species, especially conifers, constraints are imposed
by the availability of reliable and efficient regeneration systems
(Dunstan 1988).Gene transfer may also be limited by factors such as
susceptibility to infection by Agrobacterium or other biological
transformation vectors.In contrast to most crop improvement
programs, tree improvement often relies on the genetic manipulation
of plant populations, rather than individual genotypes (Silen and
Wheat 1979, Zobel and Talbert 1984, Cheliak and Rogers 1990).More
efficient and less costly gene insertion techniques are needed for
gene insertion to be applied to the improvement of large plant
populations.
Finally, even if the technical and genetic hurdles are
overcome, escape of engineered genes is a concern (Sederoff and Ledig
1985, Cheliak and Rogers 1990, Strauss et al. 1991).Unlike most
crop plants, genetically engineered trees will likely be planted in
close proximity to natural populations of the same, or interfertile8
species.Methods for producing sterile trees may be needed to
prevent the escape of engineered genes into natural populations.
Status of gene insertion in trees
The "wish list" of traits to be improved using gene insertion
in trees is long: insect and disease resistance, herbicide and
drought tolerance, resistance to browsing, apical dominance,
photosynthetic efficiency, phytochrome control (Sederoff and Ledig
1985), carbon allocation (Timmis and Trotter 1989), nitrogen fixation
(Mackay et al. 1988), and wood quality (Timmis and Trotter 1989,
Loopstra and Sederoff 1990).Although progress in most of these
areas is years away, significant progress has been made toward
developing trees resistant to herbicides (Fillatti et al. 1987b,
Riemenschneider 1989, De Block 1990) and insects (McCown et al.
1991).
The herbicide glyphosate works by inhibiting the chloroplast
enzyme 5-enolpyruvylshikimate 3-phosphate synthase (EPSPS).A
glyphosate resistance gene (aroA) that codes for a mutant EPSPS has
been cloned from Salmonella and inserted into plants (Comai et al.
1985, Fillatti et al. 1987a).Because the mutant EPSPS is not
inhibited, transgenic plants that overproduce this enzyme have
enhanced resistance to glyphosate.Using Agrobacterium-mediated
transformation, Fillatti et al. (1987b) inserted the EPSPS gene into
hybrid poplar (Populus alba x P. grandidentata).Although the
transgenic poplars were damaged by fairly low levels of glyphosate,
resistance has been improved by targeting the mutant EPSPS to the9
chloroplast using a transit peptide (Riemenschneider et al. 1989).
Hybrid poplars (P. alba x P. tremula and P. trichocarpa x P.
deltoides) have also been produced that are resistant to the
herbicide phosphinothricin (De Block 1990).In this case, the
resistance gene (bar) codes for an acetyltransferase which
inactivates phosphinothricin.
Recently, progress has been made toward developing insect
resistant trees.McCown et al. (1991) produced a hybrid poplar (P.
alba x P. grandidentata) that has enhanced resistance to gypsy moth
and forest tent caterpillar by inserting a toxin gene from the insect
pathogen Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt).In laboratory experiments,
survival of gypsy moth larvae was 97% on control plants, but only 76%
on the most resistant transformant.Results were even better for
forest tent caterpillar; survival was 92% on the controls, but only
40% on the transformed clone.Insects reared on the most resistant
transformant also ate less and were smaller than insects on the
controls.There has been much interest in using Bt toxin genes to
produce insect resistant trees of other species as well, including
white spruce (Dunstan 1988) and Douglas-fir (Beckwith et al. 1988).
Other approaches to plant improvement through genetic
engineering (which have been successful in non-woody plants) may
eventually be applied to trees.Plants resistant to viruses have
been produced by inserting viral coat protein genes into tobacco and
tomato (Cuozzo et al. 1988, Nelson et al. 1988).In tobacco,
constitutive expression of chitinase genes confers resistance to10
pathogenic fungi (Broglie et al. 1991, van den Elzen 1991), and a
proteinase inhibitor gene provides partial insect resistance in
tobacco (Hilder et al. 1988).Antisense inhibition of specific mRNAs
has been successful in herbaceous plants; inhibition of
polygalacturonase mRNA is being tested as a method for modifying the
ripening process of tomatoes (Hiatt et al. 1989), and inhibition of
chalcone synthase leads to altered pigmentation of petunia flowers
(van der Krol et al. 1988).It may be possible to use antisense
technologies for improving trees as well (discussed above).
In trees, most foreign genes have been expressed using
constitutive promoters.Many plant genes have been identified,
however, that have complex patterns of gene expression, such as in
specific tissues, or in response to particular stimuli (reviewed in
Benfey and Chua 1989).Promoter and enhancer elements can even be
combined from different genes to obtain novel modes of gene
expression that may not be found in nature (Strittmatter and Chua
1987).At least one regulated heterologous promoter was found to
function properly in poplar; the 3' region from a proteinase
inhibitor gene from potato was fused to a CAT reporter gene and found
to be wound-inducible (Klopfenstein et al. 1991).Non-constitutive
modes of gene expression will likely be used in transgenic trees in
the future.For example, the regulatory region from the proteinase
inhibitor gene could be fused to other insect resistance genes so
that gene expression occurs in response to insect feeding.11
Plant transformation as a research tool
Gene insertion has also revolutionized the study of plant
molecular biology.DNA sequences can be isolated, modified, and
reinserted into plants to study how these modifications affect gene
expression (Dean et al. 1989, Kuhlemeier et al. 1989, Marcotte et al.
1989).This approach is being used to study regulatory elements
responsible for wound-inducible gene expression in poplar (Milton
Gordon, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, personal
communication).Sequences required for transposition of the Ac and
En/Spm transposable elements have been identified using in vitro
modification and plant transformation (Coupland et al. 1988, Coupland
et al. 1989, Masson et al. 1989).Plant transformation using
transposons is likely to become a valuable tool for isolating genes
using a strategy called gene tagging (reviewed in Wienand and Saedler
1987, Balcells et al. 1991).Genes encoding unknown products can be
identified if insertion of a transposon causes loss of gene
expression; the gene can then be isolated using a cloned copy of the
transposon as a molecular probe.By inserting transposons into new
plants, gene tagging can be extended to species lacking well-
characterized transposable elements.Genes are also being tagged in
Arabidopsis using T-DNA insertional mutagenesis (Feldman 1991).
Gene insertion can provide new avenues for studying tree
physiology and development because plants can be modified by genetic
modification, rather than by exogenous treatment.Phytohormones have
been studied by transforming plants with genes encoding enzymes
involved in phytohormone biosynthesis (Klee and Romano 1991). In12
trees, the hormone biosynthetic genes iaaH and iaaM from
Agrobacterium tumefaciens have been inserted into Populus tremula,
and their effects are being studied (Olsson et al. 1990).Specific
dominant mutations can be produced by inserting antisense constructs
(reviewed in van der Krol 1988), or ribozymes (Bruening 1987) that
are designed to inhibit or degrade specific mRNAs.This approach can
be used, for example, to help characterize a cloned gene whose
function is unknown.Plant transformation is also valuable for
studying plant-pathogen interactions.Viral genes have been studied
by stably incorporating viral DNA into plant genomes (Benfey and Chua
1990), and by using Agrobacterium to cause systemic viral infection
using a technique called "Agroinfection" (Grimsley 1986).
Overview of plant transformation techniques with specific reference
to poplar
Plant transformation systems are composed of a number of
components; including (1) a method of DNA delivery, (2) a DNA vector,
(3) a regeneration system, and (4) a method for selecting and
identifying transformants.
DNA delivery
DNA delivery systems can be broadly divided into biological and
direct (non-biological) methods of DNA transfer.The biological
methods include Agrobacterium and virus-mediated transformation.The
direct DNA methods include electroporation, chemical-poration,
microinjection, biolistics, and other less-common techniques
(reviewed in Weising et al. 1988, Gasser and Fraley 1989).13
Plant viruses have been used to introduce foreign DNA into
plants, but no systems have achieved wide use (reviewed in Goodman et
al. 1987, Weising et al. 1988).Agrobacterium-mediated
transformation, on the other hand, is the most widely used method to
produce transgenic plants (Hooykaas 1989, Simpson and Herrera-
Estrella 1989).Agrobacterium tumefaciens is a plant pathogen that
inserts a portion of its DNA (the transferred DNA, or T-DNA) into
infected plants.As such, Agrobacterium is a natural plant genetic
engineer.The T-DNA contains two important classes of genes; those
involved in the biosynthesis of plant hormones, and genes that
synthesize compounds called opines.Overproduction of hormones in
the plant causes undifferentiated cell growth leading to gall
formation.The opines provide nutrition to the bacterium.Although
the opines are produced by the plant, the genes needed for opine
catabolism are present only in the bacterium.The T-DNA is located
on a large Ti (tumor-inducing) plasmid in Agrobacterium.Cis-acting
border sequences that flank the T-DNA are required for T-DNA transfer
to plant cells in a process that resembles bacterial conjugation
(Zambryski 1988).By replacing the T-DNA in wild-type Agrobacterium
with foreign DNA, genes from virtually any organism can be inserted
into plants.
Routine plant transformation was initially achieved by
infecting tobacco protoplasts with Agrobacterium (Marton et al.
1979).Transformation systems have been subsequently developed for a
wide array of plant tissues (reviewed in Chapter I).Although high-
efficiency transformation with Agrobacterium is possible for species14
such as tobacco, petunia, and tomato, many monocots and conifers have
been difficult or impossible to transform (reviewed in Binns 1990).
Because Agrobacterium displays host-specificity, success in adapting
Agrobacterium-mediated transformation to new species depends on
finding suitable bacterial strains.Conifers were thought to be poor
hosts for Agrobacterium (DeCleene and DeLey 1976), but strains with
high infectivity have been identified by screening a large number of
bacterial strains (Clapham and Ekberg 1986, Sederoff et al. 1986,
Dandekar et al. 1987, Ellis et al. 1989b, Morris et al. 1989, Hood et
al. 1990, Loopstra et al. 1990, Stomp et al. 1990).Although no
transgenic conifers have been reported, transgenic walnut (McGranahan
1988) and poplars (Fillatti et al. 1987b, Minocha et al. 1986, De
Block 1990) have been produced using Agrobacterium-mediated
transformation.
In contrast to biological vectors, direct DNA transfer is not
limited by host-specificity, and for microprojectile-mediated
transformation, it can be used on tissues that are difficult to
transform with Agrobacterium.The earliest successes with direct DNA
transfer were achieved by treating protoplasts with chemicals (e.g.
poly-L-ornithine and polyethylene glycol (PEG)), or electric pulses
(electroporation) to disrupt the cell membrane and allow the uptake
of naked DNA (reviewed in Davey et al. 1989).These methods have
been used to produce stably transformed protoplasts of a number of
species (reviewed in Lurquin 1989), and transgenic plants of tobacco
(Riggs and Bates 1986), maize (Fromm et al. 1986), and rapeseed
(Guerche et al. 1987).Liposome-mediated DNA transfer can also be15
used to transform protoplasts, but transformation frequencies are not
much greater than with PEG (reviewed in Lurquin 1989).The main
disadvantage of these techniques is that they require regeneration
from protoplasts in order to obtain transgenic plants.
Unfortunately, for many species (including many monocots and most
tree species) regeneration from protoplasts is currently difficult or
impossible.In trees, electroporation has been used to study
transient gene expression in Douglas-fir and loblolly pine (Gupta et
al. 1988), alder (Seguin and Lalonde 1988), black spruce (Tautorus et
al. 1989), and white spruce (Bekkaoui et al. 1988), but no stable
transformants have been produced.
Biolistics, the introduction of DNA into plant cells on high-
velocity microprojectiles, is becoming one of the most-widely used
methods of direct gene transfer.Because biolistics can be used to
introduce DNA through cell walls, it can be used on intact tissues
from which plants can be easily regenerated.Examples include
somatic embryogenic cultures and juvenile leaf explants capable of
organogenesis.A number of economically important species, such as
soybean (McCabe et al. 1988), cotton (Finer and McMullen 1990), maize
(Fromm et al. 1990), and papaya (Fitch et al. 1990) have been
transformed using microprojectile-mediated transformation.
Biolistics has also been used to transform chloroplasts (Ye et al.
1990) and yeast mitochondria (Johnston et al. 1988).16
Hybrid poplar (Populus alba x P. grandidentata, NC-5339) has
been transformed using microprojectile-mediated transformation of
nodules (McCown et al. 1991), and stably transformed embryogenic
cultures of yellow-poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera) (Wilde et al.
1990), white spruce (David Ellis, University of Wisconsin, personal
communication), and norway spruce (Ronald Sederoff, North Carolina
State University, personal communication) have been reported.
Although no stable transformants have been produced, microprojectile-
introduced DNA has been expressed transiently in loblolly pine
(Loopstra 1990) and Douglas-fir (Goldfarb et al. unpublished
manuscript).
Other direct gene transfer techniques have had limited use.
Microinjection was used to produce transgenic rapeseed (Neuhaus et
al. 1987), and DNA has been introduced into plant cells by vortexing
the cells in a solution of DNA and silicon carbide fibers (Kaeppler
et al. 1990).The cells were apparently pierced by the fibers,
allowing uptake and stable integration of foreign DNA.Two
transgenic rye plants were recovered from 3,023 seedlings following
injection of DNA into floral tillers (de la Peha et al. 1987), and
transgenic rice were produced by applying DNA to decapitated stigmas
of pollinated flowers ("pollen tube pathway"; Luo and Wu 1988).
These techniques have had limited use, however, and have not been
used on trees.17
Transformation vectors
For direct DNA transfer, the transformation vector has few
absolute requirements, but a high copy number E. coli plasmid is
advantageous so that large quantities of DNA can be easily obtained.
Vectors for Agrobacterium-mediated transformation are of two main
types; the cointegrate transformation vector, and the binary vector.
The cointegrate vector is a fusion between a Ti plasmid and an E.
coli cloning vector which carries the gene to be inserted (reviewed
in Rogers et al. 1988).The gene to be inserted is placed within the
T-DNA borders of the Ti plasmid via a single crossover between
homologous regions on the Ti plasmid and the plasmid carrying the
cloned gene.The pGV3850 vector, for example, is a cointegrate
between a C58 Ti plasmid and pBR322 (Zambryski et al. 1983).In the
cointegrate vector system, the virulence (vir) genes are located on
the same plasmid as the T-DNA, and the hormone biosynthetic genes are
usually deleted (Zambryski et al. 1983).Deletion of the hormone
biosynthetic genes is advantageous because the resulting transformed
plants will be free of disease symptoms.Ti plasmids from which the
hormone biosynthetic genes have been deleted are called disarmed, or
non-oncogenic.
Because the vir genes can function in trans, the vir genes and
the T-DNA can be located on separate plasmids.This is the basis of
the binary vector system (Hoekema et al. 1985, reviewed in An et al.
1988).The vir genes are located on the Ti plasmid, but the T-DNA
containing the gene of interest is located on a separate, small
plasmid called the binary vector.Although the Ti plasmid must18
contain the vir genes, it may, or may not, contain T-DNA.If the Ti
plasmid retains the T-DNA region, three types of transgenic plants
can result; plants containing T-DNA from the binary vector, plants
containing wild-type T-DNA, or plants containing both T-DNAs.One
benefit of the binary vector system is that wild-type Ti plasmids can
be used.This is particularly useful, for example, for screening
large numbers of Agrobacterium strains for those with high
frequencies of transformation (Sederoff et al. 1986, Ellis et al.
1989b, Morris et al. 1989, Stomp et al. 1990).
All transgenic poplars have been produced using strains of
Agrobacterium having the C58 chromosomal background (Parsons et al.
1986, Minocha et al. 1986, Fillatti et al. 1987b, Pythoud et al.
1987, DeVerno and Cheliak 1988, De Block 1990, Klopfenstein et al.
1991).Transformation with LBA4404 has been unsuccessful (Fillatti
et al. 1987b, Pythoud et al. 1987).Armed and disarmed C58 Ti
plasmids have been used (Fillatti et al. 1987b, De Block 1990), as
well as the "supervirulent" pTiBo542 plasmid (Parsons et al. 1986,
Klopfenstein et al. 1991).Experiments indicate that hybrid poplar
clones differ in how readily they are transformed by Agrobacterium
tumefaciens (DeVerno and Cheliak 1988, Sellmer and McCown 1989).
Poplar has also been transformed with a strain of C58 containing an
armed Ri plasmid from Agrobacterium rhizogenes (Pythoud et al. 1987).
A selectable marker and a reporter gene are often inserted
along with the primary gene of interest.Antibiotic and herbicide
resistance genes have both been used as selectable markers.These19
include the NPT-II gene (Herrera-Estrella et al. 1983) and the
AAC(3)III/AAC(3)IV genes (Hayford et al. 1988) which encode
resistance to a number of aminoglycoside antibiotics including
kanamycin and geneticin (G418).Other selectable markers encode
resistance to the antibiotics chloramphenicol, hygromycin,
methotrexate, bleomycin, and streptomycin (Hille et al. 1986, Maliga
et al. 1988, reviewed in Reynaerts et al. 1988, Dekeyser et al.
1989).The NPT-II gene from Tn5 has been the most widely used of the
antibiotic resistance genes, although the hygromycin resistance gene
has gained favor in species such as Arabidopsis (Lloyd et al. 1986)
and certain monocots (Hauptmann et al. 1988, Dekeyser et al. 1989)
that have a high tolerance to kanamycin.Kanamycin and the NPT-II
resistance gene have been widely used to select transformants in
poplar (Fillatti et al. 1987b, De Block 1990, Klopfenstein et al.
1991), but kanamycin does not completely inhibit the growth of
nontransformants (Sellmer and McCown 1989, McCown et al. 1991).The
bar gene, which confers resistance to the herbicides bialaphos and
phosphinothricin, has also been used to select transformed poplar (De
Block 1990).The aroA gene, which confers resistance to glyphosate,
has also been inserted into poplar (Fillatti et al 1987b), but there
are no reports of its efficacy as a selectable marker.
Reporter genes provide a simple assay for gene insertion, and
can be used to estimate the level, regulatory control, and tissue-
specificity of gene expression (reviewed in Reynaerts et al. 1988,
Herrera-Estrella et al. 1988).The best reporter genes are those
which encode enzymes whose activities can be easily and20
quantitatively measured.Some genes have dual roles as both
selectable markers and reporter genes.Assays are available, for
example, for measuring NPT-II and CAT (chloramphenicol acetyl
transferase) enzymatic activities (reviewed in Reynaerts et al.
1988).In poplar, NPT-II assays have been used to detect foreign DNA
(Fillatti et al. 1987b), and the CAT gene has been used to detect
wound-inducible gene expression (Klopfenstein et al. 1991).In
recent years, the B-glucuronidase (GUS) gene from E. coli has become
a widely used reporter gene; it can be detected visually due to the
cleavage of a chromogenic substrate, and can be easily quantitated
using a fluorometric assay (Jefferson 1987).Because expression of
the chimeric bacterial luciferase gene (luxA/luxB) leads to the
emission of light, it has the potential to be an extremely sensitive
reporter gene that does not require destructive sampling (Olsson and
Nilsson 1990).Unfortunately, because only small amounts of light
are produced, fairly sophisticated equipment is needed for accurate
detection.The GUS gene has been used successfully in poplar (McCown
et al. 1991), and luxA/luxB is being studied in Populus tremula
(Olsson et al. 1990).
Regeneration systems
Regeneration from single cells is necessary to produce non-
chimeric transgenic plants.Regeneration can be accomplished via
embryogenesis (embryo formation from zygotic or somatic cells) or
organogenesis (shoot or root formation).To date, most transgenic
plants have been produced via organogenesis from tissues such as
protoplasts, leaves, and stems.In white spruce (Attree et al. 1989)21
and caribbean pine (Laine and David 1990), plants have been
regenerated from protoplasts, but this is a slow, difficult process.
Organogenesis is also possible from juvenile tissues such as conifer
cotyledons (Goldfarb et al. 1991), but selection for transformants is
difficult, and no transgenic plants have been produced.Somatic
embryogenesis has been demonstrated in a number of conifers including
Douglas-fir (Durzan and Gupta 1987), larch (Klimaszewska 1989), pine
(Laine and David 1990), and spruce (Tautorus et al. 1990).
Embryogenic cultures transformed via microprojectile bombardment have
been reported for white spruce (David Ellis, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, personal communication) and norway spruce (Ronald Sederoff,
North Carolina State University, Raleigh, personal communication),
but no plants have been regenerated.Transformants have been
regenerated from embryogenic cultures of the angiosperm yellow-poplar
(Liriodendron tulipifera) (Wilde et al. 1990).
Poplars, especially those from the Leuce section (aspens and
white poplars) are generally easy to manipulate in vitro.Plants
have been regenerated from protoplasts of Populus alba x P.
grandidentata (NC-5339; Russell and McCown 1986) and P. alba x P.
glandulosa (Park and Son 1988b).Plants have also been produced via
somatic embryogenesis in P. nigra x P. maximowiczii (Park and Son
1988a) and P. alba x P. grandidentata (NC-5339; Charles Michler, USDA
Forest Service, Rhinelander, WI, personal communication).
Organogenesis from leaves, stems, roots, and callus is possible in a
diverse array of species and hybrids (Winton 1970, Chalupa 1974,
Douglas 1984, Noh and Minocha 1986, Ahuja 1985, Pythoud et al. 1987,22
Park and Son 1988a, Lee-Stadelmann et al. 1989), and micropropagation
systems are generally well-developed (McCown 1985).Cell and tissue
culture of species and hybrids from the Aigieros section
(cottonwoods) has been more difficult, but organogenesis from
immature embryos, anthers, stems, and calli has been achieved
(reviewed in Coleman and Ernst 1989).Within species of Populus,
some clones respond much more favorably to in vitro culture than
others (Ahuja 1983, Coleman and Ernst 1989).23
CHAPTER I
AGROBACTERIUM-MEDIATED TRANSFORMATION OF
POPLAR SUSPENSION CULTURES AND REGENERATION OF TRANSFORMED PLANTS
ABSTRACT
A method for Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of hybrid
poplar (Populus alba x P. grandidentata cv. 'Crandon') suspension
cultures and regeneration of transformed plants is described.The
best protocol was one in which suspension cultures were inoculated
with Agrobacterium tumefaciens to a density of 107 cfu's/ml,
cocultivated for 48 hours, plated to cellulose acetate filters at a
density of 14 colonies/mm2, and cultured on Woody Plant Medium
containing 1 mg/1 2,4-D.Although levels of cefotaxime greater than
125 mg/1 significantly inhibited callus growth, cefotaxime was used
in the plating medium at a concentration of 250 mg/1 to suppress
proliferation of Agrobacterium.Selection appeared to be more
reliable using hygromycin as compared to geneticin (G418); 75% of the
calli selected at the most effective hygromycin concentration (15
mg/1) were transformed, but only 26% of the calli selected at the
most effective G418 concentration (20 mg/1) contained foreign DNA.
Transgenic plants were regenerated by culturing the calli on media
containing 0.025 to 6.075 mg/1 thidiazuron.BA, however, was
detrimental when used to induce shoot formation at concentrations of
0.25 to 2.0 mg/1, or when concentrations of 0.025 or 0.05 mg/1 were
used to promote callus growth.24
ABBREVIATIONS
Ac, Activator; BA, N6-benzylaminopurine; bp, base pairs; Bt,
Bacillus thuringiensis; CaMV, cauliflower mosaic virus; cfu's, colony
forming units; CTAB, cetyltrimethylammonium bromide; HPT, hygromycin
phosphotransferase; MES, 4-morpholineethanesulfonic acid; MM, minimal
medium (Hooykaas 1988); MS, Murashige and Skoog medium (Murashige and
Skoog 1962); neo, neomycin phosphotransferase-II gene; nos, nopaline
synthase gene; NPT-II, neomycin phosphotransferase-II; PCR,
polymerase-chain-reaction; PAR, photosynthetically active radiation;
SDS, sodium dodecyl sulfate; T-DNA, transferred-DNA; TD, thidiazuron;
WPM, Woody Plant Medium (Lloyd and McCown 1980); 2,4-D, 2,4-dichloro-
phenoxyacetic acid.
INTRODUCTION
A wide variety of plant tissues have been used in
Agrobacterium-mediated transformation systems, including cotyledons
(Fillatti et al. 1987a), epidermal peels (Trinh et al. 1987),
protoplasts, suspension-cultured cells, leaves, petioles, shoot
apices, roots, tubers, and seeds (reviewed in Weising et al. 1988,
Hooykaas 1989).Transgenic poplars have been produced using
Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of leaves (Fillatti et al.
1987b) and stems (Pythoud et al. 1987, De Block 1990), and by
microprojectile-mediated transformation of nodules (McCown et al.
1991).I reasoned that a transformation system using poplar25
suspension cultures might have several advantages, including high
transformation frequencies because rapidly dividing suspension
cultures may be more prone to stable integration of foreign DNA, the
ability to screen extremely large numbers of potentially transformed
cells, and more effective inhibition of residual bacterial
contamination.
In this paper I describe a system for Agrobacterium-mediated
transformation of poplar suspension cultures.I used this technique
to insert the Ac (Activator) transposable element from corn and an
insect toxin gene from Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) into hybrid poplar
callus.I regenerated transgenic plants from the Ac-containing
callus via organogenesis, but in the second experiment (using the Bt
toxin gene) was unable to regenerate plants from either transformed
or untransformed callus.A protocol was developed by evaluating (1)
suspension culture media, (2) transformation methods, including
strains of Agrobacterium, cocultivation parameters, media for
regenerating callus from suspension cultures, and selection regimes,
(3) shoot regeneration media, and (4) use of the polymerise- chain-
reaction (PCR) for confirmation of stable integration of foreign DNA.
Although I identified base-line parameters for transformation of
poplar suspension cultures, the system has not been optimized.The
advantages and disadvantages of suspension culture transformation are
discussed.26
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains and plasmids
An Agrobacterium cointegrate transformation vector was used to
insert the Ac transposable element into poplar.This vector
(pGV3850HPT::pKU3) contains both an Ac/neo gene fusion and a
hygromycin phosphotransferase (HPT) gene within the T-DNA borders
(Baker et al. 1987).The HPT gene allows transformed plant cells to
be selected using hygromycin, whereas Ac was cloned into the
untranslated leader of the NPT-II gene (neo) so that transgenic plant
cells in which Ac has excised can be selected on kanamycin or G418
(Baker et al. 1987).The HPT gene is under the control of the
nopaline synthase (nos) promoter and polyadenylation signal (van den
Elzen 1985), whereas the NPT-II gene (if Ac has excised from the
untranslated leader) is under the control of the 1' promoter from the
TR-DNA of an octopine Ti plasmid (Velten et al. 1984) and contains an
octopine synthase polyadenylation signal (Hain et al. 1985).
pGV3850HPT::pKU3 is resident in Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain
C58C1rif.This strain was maintained on YEP plates (An et al. 1988)
containing 100 mg/1 carbenicillin, 25 mg/1 kanamycin, 100 mg/1
rifampicin, and 100 mg/1 spectinomycin.
For the Bt transformation experiment,I used a binary vector
(pTV4AMVBTS, Barton et al. 1987) containing both a truncated insect
toxin gene from Bacillus thuringiensis, and an NPT-II gene for
selection of transformed plant cells.The Bt and NPT-II genes are
under the control of the CaMV 35S and nos promoters, respectively,27
and the nos polyadenylation signal.Freeze-thaw bacterial
transformation (An et al. 1988) was used to transfer the binary
vector pTV4AMVBTS into two armed, and three disarmed strains of
Agrobacterium tumefaciens.C58(pTiC58) contains an armed wild-type
C58 Ti plasmid, A281 contains the armed "hypervirulent" Ti plasmid
pTiBo542 (Hood et al. 1986), C58(pTiC58-Z707) is a disarmed version
of C58(pTiC58) (Hepburn et al. 1985), and EHA-101 is a disarmed
version of A281 (Hood et al. 1986).pTV4AMVBTS was also transferred
into NT1, a C58 strain lacking a Ti plasmid (Watson et al. 1975).
All strains have a C58 chromosomal background.Transformed colonies
were selected on Mueller-Hinton agar medium (Difco Laboratories,
Detroit, MI), and maintained on M9 agar medium (Sambrook et al. 1989)
containing 100 mg/1 streptomycin and 100 mg/1 sulfadiazene.Prior to
cocultivation, overnight cultures of Agrobacterium were grown in
either MM (Hooykaas 1988), or MG/L liquid medium.MG/L is 2.5 g/1
yeast extract, 5 g/1 tryptone, 5 g/1 NaCl, 5 g/1 mannitol, 1.16 g/1
monosodium glutamate, 0.25 g/1 KH2PO4, 0.1 g/1 MgSO4.7H20, and 0.001
g/1 biotin.Plate and liquid cultures of Agrobacterium were grown at
30°C.
Plant Cultures
For each transformation experiment, callus was initiated from
leaves of in vitro shoot cultures of hybrid poplar clone NC-5339
(Populus alba L. x P. grandidentata Michx. cv. 'Crandon')(Sellmer and
McCown 1989).Leaves were cut along the midrib and placed adaxial
side up on solidified callus initiation medium (CIM).CIM is MS or
WPM containing 30 g/1 sucrose,1 mg/1 2,4-D, 0.05 mg/1 BA, adjusted28
to a pH of 5.7 to 5.8 (Charles Michler, USDA Forest Service,
Rhinelander, WI, personal communication).Liquid CIM was used for
suspension cultures, whereas CIM for plates was solidified with 0.5%
agarose (BRL Ultrapure, GIBCO-BRL, Life Technologies Inc.,
Gaithersburg, MD).After 2-4 weeks of growth, the calli were used to
inoculate suspension cultures, which were subsequently maintained
using weekly transfers of five to ten ml of inoculum to 50 ml of CIM
in a 250-m1 flask.The suspension cultures were grown on a gyratory
shaker (120 rpm) at 25°C under cool white fluorescent light (5-10
gEm-2.s-1 PAR) using a 16 hour photoperiod.Calli derived from
suspension cultures were grown in the dark at 25°C, except for the Bt
callus lines, which were later transferred to the light regime
described above.Unless otherwise indicated, all calli were grown on
WPM-CIM, growth regulators were added to media prior to autoclaving
at 121°C for approximately 20 minutes, and antibiotics were added
after autoclaving.In vitro shoot cultures were maintained using the
two-step procedure of Russell and McCown (1986).Shoot elongation
medium consists of WPM supplemented with 20 g/1 sucrose, 2.58 g/1
calcium gluconate, 0.0023 mg/1 BA, 0.3% agar (Sigma cat. #A1296,
Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO.), and 0.1% gelrite (Scott
Laboratories, W. Warwick, RI).Shoot multiplication medium is
identical to elongation medium, but with 0.023 mg/1 BA.Shoots
derived from callus were rooted in vitro using shoot elongation
medium, and eventually acclimated to growth in a mixture of peat moss
and perlite (1:1) in the growth chamber.29
Comparison of suspension culture media
Suspension cultures growing in MS-CIM were allowed to settle
for 30 minutes and 1.5 ml of cells were resuspended in 50 ml of
either WPM-CIM, or MS-CIM.Four flasks were prepared for each
medium.On days 1, 3,5, 8, and 10, aliquots of 3.5 ml were removed
from each flask, vacuum filtered through a glass fiber filter
(Whatman GF/A, Maidstone, England), dried in a vacuum oven at 65°C
for 48 hours, and weighed to the nearest 0.1 mg.On day 12, the
remaining culture in each flask was filtered and weighed as described
above.
Callus regeneration from suspension cultures
Six day-old suspension cultures growing in WPM-CIM were
filtered through a 350 Am nylon screen (Small Parts Inc., Miami, FL)
and 104 colonies were plated to cellulose acetate filters (Millipore
SMWP, 5.0 micron pore size, 47 mm dia.) on solidified WPM.The
plating media consisted of 9 treatment combinations of growth
regulators and four concentrations of cefotaxime.The growth
regulator treatments contained 0.5, 1.0, or 2.0 mg/1 2,4-D plus 0,
0.025, or 0.05 mg/1 BA.Cefotaxime (Calbiochem cat. #219380, La
Jolla, CA) was added to a final concentration of 0, 125, 250, or 500
mg/1 free-acid.The total number of treatment combinations was 35
because one of the treatment combinations (1.0 mg/1 2,4-D, 0.05 mg/1
BA, and 250 mg/1 cefotaxime) was omitted.Three plates were used for
each treatment.The number of colonies >lmm were counted six days
after plating, and callus dry weight was measured 25 or 27 days after30
plating.The filters were dried for 48 hours at 65°C and weighed to
the nearest 0.1 mg.
An analysis of variance was conducted using the SAS GLM
procedure (SAS Institute Inc. 1986), and significance was tested at
the 0.05 level of probability.Because this experiment was conducted
only once, the three-way interaction (2,4-D x BA x cefotaxime)was
used as an error term to test main effects and two-way interactions.
Because the expected mean square of this term includes variance due
to experimental error, plus variance due to any three-way
interaction, this is a conservative test.Some significant
differences may go undetected, and the probability levels should be
judged accordingly.
Cocultivation with C58 containing the cointegrate Ti plasmid vector
pGV3850HPT::pKU3
Three-day-old suspension cultures were filtered through a 500
Am nylon screen and inoculated with Agrobacterium 22 hours later.
The filtered suspension cultures contained colonies withas many as
40 cells, but the average number of cells per colony was
approximately five.Agrobacterium was added to a final density of
either 106, 107, or 108 cfu's/ml using an overnight culture that had
been grown in MG/L medium (pH 5.6) containing 100 mg/1 carbenicillin
and 200 AM (39.2 mg/1) acetosyringone (Aldrich D13,440-6).After
cocultivating for either 24 or 48 hours in low light with gentle
shaking, the cells were pelleted at 250 rpm, washed with suspension31
culture medium, and resuspended to final densities of 1.25 x 104, 2.5
x 104, or 5 x 10
4
colonies/ml in suspension culture medium containing
500 mg/1 cefotaxime.Aliquots of 0.5 ml were plated to cellulose
acetate filters on WPM-CIM containing 500 mg/1 cefotaxime.The
resulting plating densities equaled 3.6, 7.2, and 14.4 colonies/mm2.
For each of the 18 treatments (i.e. 3 Agrobacterium cocultivation
densities x 2 cocultivation times x 3 plating densities), cells were
plated to four plates.
I used two phases of hygromycin selection; four hygromycin
concentrations (0, 7.5, 15, and 30 mg/1) were tested during the
initial phase of selection, whereas a single hygromycin concentration
(15 mg/1) was used for the second phase.The initial phase of
selection was begun five days after the suspension cultures were
plated by transferring the filters to medium containing 500 mg/1
cefotaxime and either 0, 7.5, 15, or 30 mg/1 hygromycin B (Sigma cat.
#H-2638).Filters were transferred to new antibiotic-containing
medium every four to sixteen days.The level of cefotaxime was
reduced to 250 mg/1 for the second, and all subsequent transfers
The second phase of selection began when individual colonies
were large enough (>1 mm) to be transferred from the filters to
medium containing 15 mg/1 hygromycin and 250 mg/1 cefotaxime.The
first colonies were transferred 26 days after the cells were plated
to the filters.After 1-2 months of selection on 15 mg/1 hygromycin,
a few of the colonies were noticeably larger than other colonies on32
the same plate.These antibiotic-resistant colonies were transferred
to, and subsequently maintained on WPM-CIM without antibiotics.
Cocultivation with armed and disarmed strains of C58 containing the
binary vector pTV4AMVBTS
Four-day-old suspension cultures were filtered through a 350 gm
nylon screen and resuspended to a density of 0.09 ml PCV/ml in
conditioned WPM-CIM.Conditioned WPM-CIM is filter-sterilized media
from four-day-old suspension cultures containing 5 mM MES and 55 gM
(10.8 mg/1) acetosyringone, pH 5.6.The suspension cultures were
inoculated with five strains of Agrobacterium [C58(pTiC58),
C58(pTiC58-Z707), A281, EHA 101, or NT1] containing the binary vector
pTV4AMVBTS.Overnight cultures were grown in MM with 25 mg/1
streptomycin and 100 mg/1 sulfadiazene, and suspension cultures were
inoculated to a final density of 107 cfu's/ml.For each strain of
Agrobacterium, one of two flasks was inoculated with 26 mM nopaline.
After cocultivating for 48 hours, the cells were washed and
resuspended in WPM-CIM containing 250 mg/1 cefotaxime.The
cocultivated cells were plated either 15 or 35 days later.The
suspension cultures were filtered through a 500 gm nylon screen,
resuspended in WPM-CIM, and aliquots of 0.5 ml were plated to WPM
containing 1 mg/1 2,4-D and 250 mg/1 cefotaxime.
I used either kanamycin sulfate (Sigma cat. #K-1876) or G418
sulfate (Geneticin, Gibco cat. #860-1811, Grand Island, NY) for
selecting transformants.For the initial plating,I dispensed 0.1 ml
of packed-cells to filters on top of medium containing either 25,33
200, or 400 mg/1 kanamycin, 5, 40, or 80 mg/1 G418, or no antibiotics
(except cefotaxime).For the second plating, either 0.05, 0.025, or
0.0125 ml of packed-cells were plated to medium containing either 20
or 40 mg/1 G418.The cells were plated directly to agarose-
containing medium, or (except for the 0.05 ml plating density) to
filters on top of cellulose acetate filters.
The initial selection regimes described above were followed by
subsequent selection on medium containing either kanamycin or G418.
The calli were transferred from the initial selection plates when
they were >1 mm in diameter.The level of antibiotics and the
duration of selection varied (see results).
Shoot regeneration from callus
A total of seven shoot regeneration experiments were conducted
using antibiotic-resistant callus lines.Two of the shoot
regeneration experiments were used to produce transgenic plants from
the Ac callus lines, and five experiments were unsuccessful attempts
to regenerate plants from the Bt callus lines using thidiazuron (TD),
a synthetic growth regulator.Modifications to the shoot-
regeneration protocol were tried for the Bt callus lines, including
(1) varying the length of time on TD-containing medium, (2) using a
short-duration, high concentration TD "pulse" rather than culturing
the calli on medium containing TD, (3) high and low light levels, and
(4) preculturing the calli on medium with different levels of 2,4-D
prior to treatment with TD.34
Callus lines from the Ac transformation experiment were
transferred from solidified WPM-CIM to WPM containing various
concentrations of growth regulators.In the first experiment, six to
eight calli (3-4 mm dia.) from four hygromycin-resistant callus lines
were transferred to either BA at 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, or 2.0 mg/1, or
thidiazuron (TD, NOR-AM Chemical Co., Wilmington, DE) at 0.025,
0.075, 0.225, or 0.675 mg/l.For each growth regulator, two
replications were prepared from separate stock solutions.After
culturing the plates overnight in the dark, the plates were moved to
a 16 hour photoperiod (5-10 AEm-2.s-1 PAR).The largest shoots were
harvested and the calli were transferred to shoot elongation medium
four weeks after the beginning of the experiment, and every two to
six weeks thereafter.I recorded the percentage of calli with shoots
at nine weeks, and the total number of shoots harvested during the
first three months.
Based on the results from the first experiment, a second
experiment was conducted in which BA was omitted, and two higher
concentrations of TD were tested.Eight Ac callus lines were
transferred to WPM containing TD at 0, 0.025, 0.075, 0.225, 0.675,
2.025, or 6.075 mg/l.Only one replication was prepared for this
experiment.The calli were transferred to fresh TD-containing media
four weeks after the beginning of the experiment, and then to
elongation medium two weeks later.The percentage of calli with
shoots was recorded at nine weeks.35
Differences among TD treatments were studied using a weighted
analysis of variance.Callus lines and TD concentrations were
analyzed as a factorial arrangement of treatments with three
replications.For the percentage data, transformations were
evaluated using analyses of residuals (Sabin and Stafford 1990), but
they were not helpful, presumably because few values were distributed
near 0 or 100% (mean=49%).Differences among TD concentrations were
tested using Tukey's HSD criterion at the 0.05 level of probability.
In five additional experiments,I attempted to produce shoots
from the G418-resistant callus lines from the Bt transformation
experiment.In three of these experiments, calli were cultured on
TD-containing media as described above.A short-duration TD "pulse"
was tried in the last two experiments.In all but the final pulse
experiment, the calli were grown on WPM-CIM before they were treated
with TD.
In the first experiment, two Bt lines were transferred to WPM
containing TD at 0, 0.025, 0.075, 0.225, 0.675, 2.025, or 6.075 mg/l.
These calli were subsequently transferred to shoot elongation medium
25 days after the beginning of the experiment.
In the second experiment, 12 Bt lines were transferred to WPM
containing 0.025, 0.075, 0.225, or 0.675 mg/1 TD.The duration of
culture on TD prior to transfer to elongation medium was varied from36
39 to 54 days, and both low (5-10 AEm-2s-1 PAR) and high (20-50
AEm-2s-1 PAR) light levelswere tried.
In the third experiment, seven Bt lines and two Ac lines were
transferred to WPM containing 0.225 mg/1 TD, and then transferred to
elongation medium 41 days later.In both the second and third
experiments, the calli underwent one transfer to fresh TD before
being switched to shoot elongation medium.
In the first pulse experiment, two Bt lines and one Ac line
were incubated in 0, 0.272, 0.816, 2.25, 7.34, 22.0, or 66.1 mg/1 TD
for 1.5 hours, then transferred directly to WPM supplemented with
30 g/1 sucrose.These plates were cultured in low light for seven
weeks, at which time the percentage of calli with shoots was
recorded.
In the second pulse experiment, five Bt lines were precultured
on either WPM-CIM, which has 1.0 mg/1 2,4-D, or on WPM with 0.5 mg/1
2,4-D.The calli were pulsed for two hours in 0, 5.50, 11.0, 22.0,
44.0, 88.1, or 176 mg/1 TD and immediately transferred to modified
shoot elongation medium containing either no BA, 0.0023 mg/1 BA, or
0.0226 mg/1 BA.These calli were cultured for 46 days on fresh
media.37
Molecular analyses
Ac cocultivation experiment.Southern analysis was used to
investigate the presence of foreign DNA in eight hygromycin-resistant
callus lines, and in plants regenerated from seven of the eight
lines.DNA was isolated from approximately 15 g of poplar callus
using a CTAB procedure (Appendix I), plasmid DNA was isolated using
alkaline lysis (Sambrook et al. 1989), and DNA concentrations were
estimated by measuring the fluorescence of a DNA-specific dye
(Labarca and Paigen 1980).
Five gg of callus DNA and DNA from plasmids pKU2 and pKU3
equivalent to 0.1, 1, or 10 copies of inserted DNA per diploid genome
of poplar (estimated to be 1.6 pg; Parsons et al. 1986) were digested
with EcoRI and HindIII according to the manufacturer's instructions
(GIBCO BRL, Life Technologies Inc, Gaithersburg, MD).Five Ag of DNA
from untransformed poplar suspension cultures was added to the
plasmid reconstructions prior to digestion.The DNA samples were
electrophoresed in a 1% agarose gel using Tris-borate-EDTA buffer
(Sambrook et al. 1989) and transferred to a Zetabind nylon membrane
(Cuno Inc., Meriden, CT) using alkaline transfer (Reed and Mann
1985).Probe DNA was prepared by gel-purifying the 506 by EcoRI-
HindIll fragment containing the 1' promoter from p0P4434 (Velten et
al. 1984).Plasmid DNA was cut with restriction enzymes, separated
by gel electrophoresis in 0.7% low gelling temperature agarose
(SeaPlaque, FMC Bioproducts, Rockland, ME) and stained with ethidium
bromide.Probe DNA (440 ng) was radioactively labeled "in gel"
(Struhl 1985) with [32P]-dCTP by random-primed labeling following the38
manufacturer's instructions (Boehringer Mannheim Inc, Indianapolis,
IN).The blot was hybridized and washed at 65°C.Two 30-minute
washes in 2X SSC (1X SSC is 150 mM NaC1, 15 mM sodium citrate) and
0.1% SDS were followed by two 30-minute washes in 0.1X SSC, 0.5% SDS.
The filter was exposed to X-ray film at -80° for 11 days usingan
intensifying screen.
DNA was isolated from plants regenerated from seven of the
eight callus lines.Autoradiographs were produced essentially as
described above, except that 10 gg of poplar DNA was electrophoresed
in a 0.8% agarose gel using Tris-acetate-EDTA buffer (Sambrook et al.
1989).The blots were hybridized with an NPT-II gene probe, which
was prepared as described in Chapter II.
Bt cocultivation experiment.PCR was used to assay for the
presence of the Bt gene in control and antibiotic-resistant callus
lines.PCR reactions of 50 gl contained Taq DNA polymerase buffer
(Promega, Madison, WI), 0.2 mM of each dNTP, 0.4 gM of each primer,
2.25 units of Taq DNA polymerase (Promega), and approximately 50 ng
of poplar callus DNA.The callus DNA was isolated as described in
Appendix II.Reactions containing DNA from either pTV4AMVBTS, or a
poplar callus line which had previously given a positive PCR signal,
were included as positive controls.DNA from a non-transformed
poplar callus line was also included as a negative control, primarily
to check for DNA contamination.Primers consisted of single-stranded
oligonucleotides complementary to two sequences within the Bt gene
coding region (5'-ACGGGATTAGAGCGTGTATG-3' and 5'-39
AAGGTGTAAACTGCTCCAGC-3').Primers were synthesized at the Oregon
State University Center for Gene Research and Biotechnology based on
sequence information provided by Ken Barton of Agracetus.
Amplification of Bt gene DNA from these primers is expected to yield
a DNA fragment of 704 bp.Before adding the Taq DNA polymerase, the
reaction mixture was incubated at 95°C for 5 min.After the
polymerase was added, the combined mixture was covered with 40 Al of
mineral oil and subjected to 30 or 40 thermal cycles [1 min at 95°C,
1 min at 55°C, and 2.5 min at 72°C] followed by 7 min at 72°C.
Amplification products were resolved by gel electrophoresis in 1.5%
agarose gels, stained with ethidium bromide, and photographed under
UV light.
For Southern blot analysis, DNA from poplar callus, plasmid DNA
from pTV4AMVBTS, and total genomic DNA from Agrobacterium strain C58
were digested with HindIII.Bt gene reconstructions equivalent to 1,
10, or 100 copies of inserted DNA per diploid genome of poplar were
prepared using DNA from pTV4AMVBTS.DNA samples were electrophoresed
in 0.8% agarose gels using Tris-acetate-EDTA buffer and
autoradiographs were produced as described above.The blots were
hybridized with a Bt gene probe, which was prepared as described in
Chapter III.40
RESULTS
Comparison of suspension culture media
When WPM and MS suspension culture media were compared, the
cultures grew better in WPM (Figure I.1).Although growth
differences were small for the first 10 days, they became large once
the cultures entered their log-phase of growth.These results agree
with visual observations; the cultures grew much faster and needed to
be transferred more frequently when I switched from MS- to WPM-based
culture medium.
Callus regeneration from suspension cultures
2,4-D, BA, and cefotaxime each had a significant effect on
callus dry-weight, but not on the number of calli counted six days
after plating.The best growth occurred on media without BA (Figure
1.2).Although there was a significant interaction between BA and
cefotaxime, this interaction was one of scale, not rank change.The
BA treatments ranked identically (0 > 0.025 > 0.05 mg/1 BA) for each
cefotaxime treatment.For this reason,I averaged over all levels of
cefotaxime to study the 2,4-D/BA treatment combinations (Figure 1.2).
No other second-order interactions were significant.
Although the treatment with 0.5 mg/1 2,4-D had the greatest
dry-weight,I chose to use 1.0 mg/1 2,4-D for the second























Figure I.1.Growth of poplar suspension cultures in liquid Woody
Plant Medium (WPM) or Murashige and Skoog Medium (MS).






















Figure 1.2.Growth of poplar suspension cultures plated to Woody
Plant Medium containing 2,4-D and BA.
Each bar represents the mean of 12 plates (three plates from each of
four treatments containing either 0, 125, 250, or 500 mg/1
cefotaxime), except for one treatment (1.0 mg/1 2,4-D; 0.05 mg/1 BA),
which was not tested on 250 mg/1 cefotaxime.Treatments
significantly different from the best treatment have less-dense
cross-hatching (HSD, a=0.05).43
with greater fresh weight), and had a dry-weight that was not
significantly lower than the best treatment (Figure 1.2). In
addition, 1.0 mg/1 2,4-D is used for growing the suspension cultures.
Cefotaxime had a significant detrimental effect on callus dry-
weight (Figure 1.3).The means presented in Figure 1.3 do not
include treatments with BA because it was clear that BA should be
omitted from the plating medium.Because cefotaxime inhibited callus
growth,I switched from using 500 mg/1 cefotaxime in the Ac
transformation experiment, to 250 mg/1 in the Bt transformation
experiment.
Cocultivation with C58 containing the cointegrate Ti plasmid vector
pGV3850HPT::pKU3
Although eight calli remained following the second phase of
selection, only six (75%) of these contained foreign DNA (Howe et al.
1991).I regenerated plants from five of the six transgenic lines
and confirmed the presence of foreign DNA in all of them (Figure
1.4).The sixth transformed line, however, produced no shoots.
Plants were also regenerated from the two untransformed lines.
The best transformation procedure involved inoculating the
suspension cultures with Agrobacterium to a final density of 107
cfu's/ml, cocultivating for 48 hours, and plating the cells onto
medium containing 15 mg/1 hygromycin using a plating density of 14.4
colonies/mm2 (Table I.1).Because no hygromycin-resistant calli were


















Figure 1.3.Growth of poplar suspension cultures plated to Woody
Plant Medium containing cefotaxime.
Each bar represents the mean of nine plates (three plates from each
of three treatments containing either 0.5, 1.0, or 2.0 mg/1 2,4-D).
The 250 and 500 mg/1 cefotaxime treatments are significantly
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Figure 1.4.Representative Southern analyses of transgenic and
untransformed poplar tissues.
Panel A.DNA isolated from the intermediate plasmid vector pKU3 and
DNA isolated from poplar leaves (9 gg) was double-digested with
HindIII and EcoRI and probed with an NPT-II gene probe.Lane 1
contains DNA from pKU3 mixed with DNA from untransformed poplar, lane
2 (labeled "Control") contains DNA from untransformed poplar, and
lane 3 contains DNA from one of six transformed plants (Ac4).
Panel B.DNA isolated from the binary vector pTV4AMVBTS and DNA
isolated from poplar callus (5 gg) was digested with HindIII, and
probed with a Bt gene probe.Lanes 1-3 contain DNA from pTV4AMVBTS
equivalent to 100, 10, or 1 copies of inserted DNA per diploid genome
of poplar mixed with DNA from untransformed poplar, lane 4 (labelled
"Control") contains DNA from untransformed poplar, lane 5 contains
DNA from a cocultivated callus line (8t54) that tested negative using
PCR, and lane 6 contains DNA from one of seven transformed callus
lines (BM.Table 1.1.Recovery of transformed callus lines following 48-hour
cocultivation of poplar suspension cultures with Agrobacterium tumefaciens
strain C58C1rif(pGV3850HPT::pKU3)1.
Initial Number of calli Percent transformed 2
hygromycin Number of calli surviving final Number of
concentration surviving selection on 15 calli Initial Final
(mg/1) initial selection mg/1 hygromycin transformed selection Selection
Total of 3 Agrobacterium density treatments (106,107, and 108 cfu's/ml)
0 861 2 2 0.2 100
7.5 49 1 0 0.0 0
15 31 2 2 6.5 100
30 91 3 2 2.2 67
Best Agrobacterium density treatment (107 cfu's/ml)
0 416 1 1 0.2 100
7.5 25 1 0 0.0 0
15 7 2 2 28.6 100
30 91 3 2 2.2 67
1
Data are combined from three plating densities.
2 [number of transformed calli/number of calli surviving initialor final
selection] x 100.47
results from the 48-hour treatment are presented.The data in Table
I.1 are summed over all plating densities, although five of the six
transformants were recovered from the highest density treatment (14.4
colonies/mm2).The transformation frequency of the best treatment
was 28.6% after the initial phase, and 100% after the second phase of
selection.These values correspond to the combined transformation
and selection processes; the efficiency of transformation alone,
however, can be judged by analyzing the 416 calli which received no
initial selection.Only one transformant was recovered from these
calli, resulting in a transformation frequency of 0.2% (Table I.1).
The same transformation frequency is obtained if results are summed
over all Agrobacterium density treatments; two transformants were
recovered from 861 calli.
As expected, initial selection on hygromycin drastically
reduced the number of surviving calli; from 861 to fewer than 100.
Although more colonies were transferred from the highest hygromycin
concentration (30 mg/1), as compared to the 7.5 and 15 mg/1
treatments, this is probably not indicative of enhanced growth.
Instead, this probably results from the subjective nature of choosing
resistant colonies for transfer.Of the 91 colonies transferred from
the 30 mg/1 hygromycin treatment, 83 colonies were transferred on a
single day by a single person.48
Cocultivation with armed and disarmed strains of C58 containing the
binary vector pTV4AMVBTS
One-hundred-ten antibiotic-resistant colonies were recovered
from the Bt transformation experiment (Appendix III).Because 30 of
the "antibiotic-resistant" calli came from control treatments that
could not have produced calli containing the NPT-II gene, it was
clear that selection using kanamycin and G418 was not very reliable.
Control treatments included suspension cultures not exposed to
Agrobacterium (Agro. strain "-" in Appendix III), cultures
cocultivated with Agrobacterium lacking the binary vector (strains
designated as C58, Z707, A281, or EHA 101 in Appendix III), or
Agrobacterium lacking a Ti plasmid (strain NT1 or NT1(80).
I discarded antibiotic-resistant lines that did not contain the
Bt gene based on PCR analysis.I used two criteria for deciding
which lines should be discarded.The first criterion was the absence
of the diagnostic 704 by fragment following amplification with Bt-
specific primers.The second criterion was the presence of a
"spurious band" of approximately 400 by that can be amplified from
both untransformed calli and lines containing the Bt gene (Figure
1.5).If the PCR reaction fails (because the DNA sample contains
contaminants that inhibit amplification for example), this could be
mistaken for absence of the Bt gene.The presence of the spurious
band, however, can be used to confirm that the PCR reaction was
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Figure 1.5.Amplification of a Bt gene fragment from poplar DNA
using the polymerase chain reaction.
Fragments amplified from three transformed callus lines (Btl, Bt75,
Bt138) co-migrate with a fragment amplified from bacterial plasmid
DNA containing the Bt gene (Bt plasmid).The "poplar control" lane
contains DNA from a callus line (Bt25) that was cocultivated with
C58, a strain of Agrobacterium which lacks the Bt gene-containing
binary vector.The 400 by fragment amplified from both transformed
and control lines indicates that the absence of the 704 by fragment
from the poplar control was not caused by failure of the
amplification reaction.The outside lanes contain molecular markers
with known sizes of 1,353, 1,078, 872, and 310 base pairs.50
Because of the extreme sensitivity of PCR, the preliminary
screening using PCR was somewhat hampered by DNA cross-contamination.
False-positive results caused by DNA contamination could be
identified because the diagnostic bands were weaker than normal,
present in multiple samples of DNA isolated on the same date
(including untransformed controls), and absent when the test was run
a second time.Because PCR was used to discard lines which did not
contain the Bt gene, contamination was not a severe problem.
Fourteen of 30 control lines, and 77 of 80 potentially
transformed lines were tested using PCR (Appendix IV).Seventeen of
the potentially transformed lines gave positive results, and all but
one of these (8t129) were subsequently tested using Southern blot
analysis.When the control lines were analyzed, two of 16 PCR
reactions also gave positive results, presumably due to DNA cross-
contamination, and the results from one line (Bt2) were ambiguous.
Considering both the controls and the putatively transformed lines,
the total number of false-positives was 9 out of 159 PCR reactions
(5.7%).
I tested 16 PCR-positive lines using Southern analysis, and all
contain DNA that hybridizes strongly to a Bt gene probe (Figure 1.4).
In line 8t6, however, no hybridizing fragments were seen using the
Hindi' digest, but a band with an anomalous size was seen using a
Xhol/Sall double-digest (Chapter III).These results suggest that
the Bt gene is present, but rearranged.On the other hand, line
(Bt139) was negative using PCR, but shows a very faint band with an51
anomalous size on blots of HindIII-digested DNA.No hybridizing
bands are seen, however, using a Xhol/Sall double-digest (Chapter
III).This faint band may not contain Bt gene DNA, but could be
caused by cross-hybridization of the probe to a border fragment of
wild-type T-DNA (Chapter III).For this reason, Bt139 was not
included in Table 1.2 as a Bt-transformed line.Bt139 may be
transformed with wild-type T-DNA, however, because it does display
auxin-independent growth.
Using a probe that identifies T-DNA border fragments, I
discovered that the 16 transformed lines were derived from only eight
independent transformation events; one transformation event is
represented by nine isogenic callus lines (Chapter III).Seven of
the independent transformants were transformed by the armed strain
C58(pTiC58), and one by the disarmed strain C58(pTiC58-Z707).
The results from PCR and Southern analysis were consistent with
one another; in all cases where PCR analysis gave positive results,
Southern analysis indicated the presence of either an intactor
rearranged Bt gene.Although Bt129 tested positive using PCR, it was
not counted as an independently transformed line because itwas never
tested using Southern analysis.Because Bt129 came from the same
cocultivation treatment as the nine isogenic lines, it is likely that
it was derived from the same transformed cell as well.Table 1.2.Recovery of transformed callus lines following 48-hour cocultivation of poplar suspension
cultures with two strains of Agrobacterium tumefaciens containing the binary vector pTV4AMVBTS.
Initial
selection
10.0 (PCV)' 2.5 (PCV) 1.25 (PCV) 10.0 (PCV)
C582 Z7072 C58 Z707 C58 Z707
2.5 (PCV) 1.25 (PCV)
C58 Z707 C58 Z707 C58 Z707
Percent transformed3
(# of calli survivinginitial selection) (# of calli surviving
Percent transformed3
final selectionon 20 mg/1 G418)
No 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
antibiotics (286) (247) (71) (83) (74) (112) (1) (0) (1) (1) (2) (1)
G418 0 5.9 0 0 0 100 0 0
20 mg/1 (20) (17) (0) (4) (0) (1) (0) (0)
G418 6.1 0 0 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0
40 mg/1 (81) (49) (3) (0) (0) (0) (20) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)
G418 0 0 0 0
80 mg/1 (0) (0) (0) (0)
Kanamycin 3.0 0 67 0
200 mg/1 (66) (87) (3) (0)
Kanamycin 0 0 0 0
400 mg/1 (51) (44) (0) (0)
I PCV's (packed-cell volumes x 10'2) indicate the amount of cells plated to each filter.
2 "C58" is C58(pTiC58) and "Z707" is C58(pTiC58-Z707).
3 [number of transformed calli/number of calli surviving initialor final selection] x 100.Untested treatments are designated by blanks.53
I also used a wild-type T-DNA probe and tests for auxin-
independent growth to identify which transformants contain wild-type
T-DNA in addition to the Bt gene (Chapter III).Only one of the
eight independent transformants shows clear evidence for both wild-
type T-DNA and auxin-independent growth.Interestingly, this is the
same transformant that is represented by nine Bt callus lines.One
other line (Bt76) seems to contain wild-type T-DNA, but does not grow
well without auxin (Chapter III).
Transformation frequencies are based on the number of
independently transformed lines containing the Bt gene.Due to the
nature of the screening process, lines transformed solely with wild-
type T-DNA were not identified. Transformants were recovered from
three cocultivation and selection treatments (Table 1.2).Because no
transformants were recovered from cells plated to agarose, or from
cells cocultivated with A281, EHA 101, or NT1, data from these
treatments are omitted from Table 1.2.In the second plating, which
used a lower concentration of cefotaxime, some treatments produced
too many cells to allow selection and transfer of individual calli.
This occurred when cells were plated to medium containing 25 mg/1
kanamycin or 5 mg/1 G418, or when 0.05 ml of packed cells were
plated.These treatments were discarded.
Following the initial phase of selection, the transformation
frequency of the best treatment was 6.1% (five of 81 calli were
transformed).This was achieved when the suspension cultures were
cocultivated with C58(pTiC58) and 0.1 ml of packed cells were plated54
to filters on medium containing 40 mg/1 G418 (Table 1.2).The
frequency of transformation was increased to 25% following the second
phase of selection on 20 mg/1 G418.Transformants were also
recovered when initial selection was on 200 mg/1 kanamycin or 20 mg/1
G418.
Many of the callus lines that survived final selection on
20 mg/1 G418 were untransformed "escapes".Considering just the
virulent strains of Agrobacterium, for example, 45 antibiotic-
resistant lines from the agarose plates were tested using PCR, but
none was transformed (0% transformed).On the filters, however,
eight independently transformed calli were recovered from the 31
antibiotic-resistant lines that were tested using PCR (26%
transformed).The lower percentage of escapes on the filters
probably resulted because the filters could be transferred frequently
to fresh antibiotic-containing medium, thus providing more stringent
selection.G418 was more toxic than kanamycin.In the first plating
(0.1 PCV), approximately equal numbers of colonies survived on 40
mg/1 G418 and 200 mg/1 kanamycin (Table 1.2).When these
concentrations were doubled, no colonies survived on 80 mg/1 G418,
but there was only a modest reduction in the number of colonies on
400 mg/1 kanamycin.
No transformants were recovered from the calli which grew
without initial selection, although I screened 431 calli cocultivated
with C58(pTiC58), and 442 calli cocultivated with C58(pTiC58-Z707).55
For this reason,I was unable to calculate basal transformation
frequencies (without selection) as was done for the first
transformation experiment.
Shoot regeneration from callus
When the Ac callus lines were transferred to media containing
0.25, 0.5, or 1.0 mg/1 BA, a small number of buds and some tiny
shoots were produced, but no shoots could be kept alive.For this
reason,I discontinued using BA after the first experiment.
In experiments #1 and #2, seven of eight Ac lines produced
shoots on TD.Because the percentage of calli with shoots did not
differ among the shoot-producing lines, it appeared that the single
line which failed to produce shoots was qualitatively different from
the rest.For this reason, it was omitted from the statistical
analyses.A nearly 250-fold range of TD concentrations (0.025 to
6.075 mg/I) was effective at producing viable shoots from the Ac
callus lines (Figure 1.6).The best treatment (0.075 mg/1 TD)
produced shoots from 70% of the calli when averaged over both
experiments.The 6.075 mg/1 treatment was significantly worse than
the 0.075, 0.225, and 0.675 mg/1 treatments.In experiment #1,I
counted the number of shoots that could be harvested over a three
month period.The average number of shoots per callus colony was 0,
0.02, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.8 for the treatments containing 0, 0.025,
0.075, 0.225, and 0.675 mg/1 TD respectively.The number of shoots
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Figure 1.6.Percentage of poplar calli producing shoots on Woody
Plant Medium containing thidiazuron.
NT indicates that the 2.025 and 6.075 mg/1 treatments were not tested
in the first experiment.Averaged over both experiments, the 6.075
mg/1 treatment is significantly different from the 0.075, 0.225, and
0.675 treatments (HSD, a=0.05), whereas all other treatment
comparisons are non-significant.57
the percentage of calli with shoots (Figure 1.6).Because there were
so many shoots, accurate estimates of the total number of shoots that
could be harvested over three months could not be obtained.
Because TD has a wide activity range,I continued using a
number of concentrations in my attempts to produce shoots from the Bt
callus lines.I was unsuccessful at producing any viable shoots,
although I tested two Bt lines in experiment #1, 12 lines in
experiment #2, and seven lines in experiment #3.When two Ac callus
lines were included in experiment #3, however, both Ac lines produced
shoots.
I also tried a TD liquid "pulse".This procedure was also
successful at producing shoots from the Ac callus lines, but produced
no shoots from two Bt lines in the first pulse experiment, or from
five lines in the second experiment.
DISCUSSION
In two transformation experiments,I investigated tissue
culture and cocultivation parameters for Agrobacterium-mediated
transformation of poplar suspension cultures.Suspension cultures
were grown in WPM-based medium, filtered through a nylon screen in
order to select for single cells or small cell colonies, and
inoculated with Agrobacterium.In the first experiment,I compared
inoculation densities of 106, 107, and 108cfu's/ml, followed by a 24
or 48 hour cocultivation period.Only the 48 hour cocultivation58
treatment was used in the second transformation experiment.The
superiority of the longer cocultivation treatment agrees with results
from other systems in which cocultivation times shorter than 48 hours
are usually inferior, although durations greater than 48 hours may be
optimal (Fillatti et al. 1987a, Chabaud et al. 1988).
Callus growth following cocultivation was strongly affected by
the constituents of the plating medium.Because the calli in the
first experiment did not grow well following cocultivation, I
hypothesized that cefotaxime in the plating medium was inhibiting
growth.Because subsequent experiments showed this to be true, the
concentration of cefotaxime was reduced from 500 to 250 mg/1 in the
second experiment.These results are somewhat surprising because it
has been reported that cefotaxime has little effect on plant tissues
up to concentrations of 500 mg/1 (Pollock et al. 1983, Ellis et al.
1989a, Tsang et al. 1989).If BA was included in the plating medium,
callus growth was reduced substantially.BA also showed toxic
effects when it was used to regenerate shoots from poplar callus.
Although BA has been widely used in tissue culture of Populus (Wolter
1968, Park and Son 1988b, Noh and Minocha 1986, Lee-Stadelmann et al.
1989, Sellmer and McCown 1989), toxicity has been reported (Coleman
and Ernst 1989).In contrast to BA, thidiazuron was effective for
producing healthy shoots from callus.Thidiazuron is a heterocyclic
aromatic urea that is used commercially for defoliating cotton
plants, but is also effective for inducing organogenesis from both
angiosperm (Russell and McCown 1988) and gymnosperm (Goldfarb et al.
1991) tissues.59
A chimeric gene consisting of the nopaline synthase (nos)
promoter and the hygromycin B phosphotransferase gene from E. coil
(Gritz and Davies 1983) has been used as a selectable marker in both
dicots (van den Elzen et al. 1985, Knapp et al. 1988, Haring et al.
1989) and monocots (Hauptmann et al. 1988).I show that the HPT gene
can be used as an effective selectable marker in poplar, and may be
superior to the NPT-II gene.Hygromycin is effective for selecting
transformed poplar microcalli at concentrations ranging from 7.5 to
30 mg/l.After two phases of selection, six of eight hygromycin-
resistant calli (75%) were found to contain foreign DNA.In a second
experiment using kanamycin and G418, however, only eight
independently transformed lines were recovered from 31 antibiotic-
resistant lines recovered from non-control treatments (26%
transformed).The comparison of hygromycin versus kanamycin/G418
selection is not clear-cut, however, because a disarmed strain was
used to insert the HPT gene, but both armed and disarmed strains of
Agrobacterium were used to insert the NPT-II gene in the second
experiment.Because increased growth due to the insertion of
Agrobacterium hormone biosynthetic genes might be mistaken for
antibiotic resistance, the number of "escapes" may be inflated in
treatments cocultivated with the armed strains.Many escapes were
also recovered, however, from treatments cocultivated with disarmed
strains of Agrobacterium and selected on kanamycin and G418.
Kanamycin has been used to select poplar transformants from
explants undergoing organogenesis (Fillatti et al. 1987b,
Klopfenstein et al. 1991, De Block 1990), but its success has been60
variable (Sellmer and McCown 1989, McCown et al. 1991).For example,
McCown et al. (1991) recommends flooding the explants with kanamycin-
containing liquid to get adequate inhibition of non-transformed
tissues.Selection using kanamycin may be more effective in
organogenic systems because the requirements for organogenesis may be
more stringent than the requirements for callus growth (Ellis et al.
1989a).For example, adventitious production of shoots and roots in
NC-5339 can be inhibited by 10 mg/1 kanamycin (Klopfenstein et al.
1991), and 40 to 60 mg/1 has been used to select transformed shoots
in leaf disc systems (Fillatti et al. 1987b, Klopfenstein et al.
1991).Untransformed poplar calli, on the other hand, survived for a
considerable period of time on 400 mg/1 kanamycin in the second
transformation experiment.
It has been suggested that hygromycin may be a good alternative
to kanamycin in species such as rice and other grasses, which havea
high tolerance to kanamycin (Dekeyser et al. 1989).Because
hygromycin is more toxic than kanamycin to NC-5339 callus, thismay
be the case for poplar as well.Although there seemed to be a
qualitative difference between the resistant and sensitive calli
using hygromycin, differences were difficult to detect using
kanamycin or G418.If the NPT-II gene is used as a selectable
marker, however, G418 may be more effective than kanamycin because of
its greater toxicity to poplar (this paper) and other plants
(Sheikholeslam and Weeks 1987, Tsang et al. 1989).61
Selection of transformants is more reliable when cells are
plated to filters, rather than directly to agarose.The two main
advantages of filters are that more colonies are recovered (data not
shown), and filters can be easily transferred to fresh antibiotic-
containing medium, thereby lowering the number of escapes.
I transformed poplar suspension cultures with Agrobacterium
having a wild-type C58 Ti plasmid, and with strains containing
disarmed derivatives of pTiC58.Transformation of poplar using armed
and disarmed C58 Ti plasmids has been reported (Fillatti et al.
1987b, De Block 1990).Although transformation was unsuccessful
using A281 or EHA 101, transformation of poplar using A281 has been
demonstrated (Parsons et al. 1986, Klopfenstein et al. 1991), and I
have detected GUS expression in petiole explants of NC-5339 a week
after cocultivating with EHA 105 (data not shown), which is nearly
identical to EHA 101.
I hypothesized that suspension cultures might have several
advantages for transforming poplar, including high transformation
frequencies, the ability to screen extremely large numbers of
potentially transformed cells, and more effective inhibition of
residual bacterial contamination.Because cell division seems to be
important for stable incorporation of foreign DNA (An 1985, Meyer et
al. 1985, Okada et al. 1986), the rapidly dividing nature of
suspension cultures might make them good candidates for
transformation.To test this hypothesis, it would be important to
compare transformation frequencies of different explants in the62
absence of selection.Although I estimated "basal" transformation
frequencies of 0.2% and <0.2% in two different experiments, there are
no comparable estimates for organogenic transformation systems of
poplar.Using tobacco suspension cultures, An (1985) estimated
transformation frequencies of 10 to 50% on a colony basis, with
corresponding frequencies of 2 to 10% for individual cells.High
efficiency transformation, however, was highly dependent of the age
of the suspension culture.When An (1985) used pTiBo542, for
example, the frequency increased from less than 10% (on a colony
basis) for two-day-old suspension cultures, to 50% for three-day-old
cultures.The results from tobacco suggest that it should be
possible to increase transformation frequencies for poplar as well.
Because the four-day-old suspension cultures I used were not in their
most rapidly dividing phase (Figure I.1),I might have achieved
greater transformation frequencies by using older cultures.A
transformation frequency of 0.01% was reported by Pollock et al.
(1985) for transformation of individual cells in petunia suspension
cultures.
The number of potentially transformed cells that can be
screened using suspension cultures should be greater than with other
transformation systems.On media with 250 mg/1 cefotaxime, an
average of 2510 calli could be counted on each 47 mm diameter filter
six days after plating.By contrast, each leaf is expected to have
only a few cells competent to produce shoots.Fillatti et al.63
(1987b), for example, reported an average of 2.9 shoots for each 2.0
cm2 explant in the absence of selection.Surprisingly, however, they
recovered 4.4 kanamycin-resistant shoots per explant on 60 mg/1
kanamycin.
In my experience, suspension culture transformation is clearly
superior in its ability to deter residual contamination by
Agrobacterium.When I plated cocultivated suspension cultures to
media containing either 250 or 500 mg/1 cefotaxime (i.e. no
antibiotics for the selection of transformants),I had almost no
problems with contamination.Using the same concentrations of
cefotaxime and strains of Agrobacterium, contamination has beena
major problem after cocultivating petiole sections (data not shown).
Although I demonstrated that poplar suspension culturescan be
transformed using Agrobacterium, the system has not been optimized.
The effect of suspension culture age on the frequency of
transformation is likely to be very important (discussed above).
Other treatments that may increase the frequency of transformation
are cocultivation durations greater than 48 hours, treatments that
enhance vir gene induction, and the use of more virulent strains of
Agrobacterium.I included acetosyringone in either the overnight
culture or cocultivation medium because it has been reported to
increase the frequency of transformation (Sheikholeslam and Weeks
1987).I did not, however, conduct any experiments in which
acetosyringone was omitted, so its efficacy cannot be judged.64
Transformation using suspension cultures has a number of
disadvantages.First, production of transgenic plants involves a
two-step approach of selecting transformed calli, and regenerating
plants from the transformed lines.Second, antibiotics seem to
inhibit callus growth less effectively than they inhibit
organogenesis (Ellis et al. 1989), making selection of transformants
more difficult.Finally, regeneration of plants from callus is not
certain.Failure to regenerate shoots in the second experiment was
not caused by gene insertion, because controls that were not
cocultivated with Agrobacterium were similarly recalcitrant to
organogenesis.Because I was unable to regenerate shoots from any of
the Bt callus lines, it appears that some genetic or epigenetic
change had occurred in the suspension cultures prior to
cocultivation.A similar change may have occurred in the single Ac
callus line that did not produce shoots, but this change presumably
occurred following cocultivation because plants were readily
regenerated from the remainder of the Ac lines.
Results from the Bt transformation experiment also demonstrate
the potential for recovering non-independent transformants by
cocultivating suspension cultures with Agrobacterium.The fact that
nine callus lines were recovered from the single transformant that
contained a high number of inserted hormone biosyntheticgenes is
probably not coincidental.The hormone biosynthetic genes presumably
enhanced the growth of this transformant prior to plating and
selection, thereby increasing the probability of recovering clonal
lines.This effect was probably accentuated because these treatments65
were plated 35 days after cocultivation.The probability of
recovering clonal lines should be reduced by using a disarmed strain
of Agrobacterium, or by plating the cells soon after the end of the
cocultivation treatment.
The polymerase chain reaction can be used to screen for
transformants, but it may be necessary to include an internal control
to make sure that negative results are not caused by the failure of
the amplification reaction.Although PCR screening should have
retained lines with an intact Bt gene, it may have removed lines that
contained foreign DNA with a missing or rearranged Bt gene.PCR can
also provide information on the presence of residual Agrobacterium.
Because I obtained no positive PCR signals from callus cocultivated
with the nonvirulent strain NT1(Bt), which contains the Bt binary
vector, this indicates that either no residual Agrobacterium was
associated with the callus, or if Agrobacterium was present, the
binary vector had been lost.The lack of a positive PCR signal from
these lines is consistent with the hypothesis that growth of
Agrobacterium had been arrested by culturing the calluson
cefotaxime, followed by elimination of the bacteria during subsequent
serial transfers.66
CHAPTER II
AC TRANSPOSES IN HYBRID POPLAR
ABSTRACT
The maize transposable element Ac (Activator) was inserted into
hybrid poplar (Populus alba x P. grandidentata) by cocultivating
suspension cultures with Agrobacterium tumefaciens.Southern blot
analysis was used to study Ac activity in five transgenic callus
lines and in plants regenerated from each line.Multiple DNA
rearrangements were observed in two of the transformed lines.These
rearrangements probably occurred after T-DNA integration because the
plants had restriction fragments that were not observed in the callus
from which they were regenerated.Based on the presence of
restriction fragments diagnostic for Ac excision, and the appearance
of new Ac-containing fragments, Ac has transposed in plants from two
of the remaining three lines.The fifth transformant had a single
anomalous fragment, but no conclusive evidence for Ac transposition.
These results suggest that Ac-mediated gene tagging is possible in
poplar.If the high level of DNA rearrangement is due to Ac
activity, however, gene tagging may be difficult.67
ABBREVIATIONS
Ac, Activator; BA, N6-benzylaminopurine; CTAB,
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide; HPT, hygromycin phosphotransferase;
kb, kilobase pairs; neo, neomycin phosphotransferase-II gene; nos,
nopaline synthase gene; NPT-II, neomycin phosphotransferase-II; SDS,
sodium dodecyl sulfate; T-DNA, transferred-DNA; WPM, Woody Plant
Medium (Lloyd and McCown 1980); wx, waxy-m7 allele from maize; 2,4-D,
2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid.
INTRODUCTION
Transposons are valuable tools for isolating genes using a
strategy called gene tagging.Genes encoding unknown products can be
identified if insertion of a transposon causes loss of gene
expression; the gene can then be isolated using a cloned copy of the
transposon as a molecular probe.Gene tagging using transposons in
their natural hosts has been used to clone genes from both maize and
snapdragon (reviewed in Wienand and Saedler 1987, Balcells et al.
1991).
It is now well established that transposons are active inmany
heterologous plant hosts.The Ac element from maize transposes in
soybean (Zhou and Atherly 1990), rice (Murai et al. 1991), tobacco,
carrot, Arabidopsis, tomato, potato, and petunia (reviewed in
Balcells et al. 1991).Ac excision occurs in flax, but no evidence
was found for reintegration (Roberts et al. 1990).Other transposons68
are also active in heterologous hosts; the En/Spm element from maize
transposes in tobacco (Masson and Fedoroff 1989) and potato (Frey et
al. 1989), and the snapdragon Tam3 element transposes in tobacco and
petunia (Haring et al. 1989).Insertion of transposons into new
plants is useful for two reasons.First, the power of gene tagging
can be extended to species lacking well-characterized transposons.
Second, transposons are often present in many copies in their native
host.The absence of this background "noise" in heterologous genomes
makes it easier to study transposon structure and function because
individual elements can be readily tracked.
The goal of this study was to examine the behavior of Ac ina
transgenic poplar hybrid (Populus alba x P. grandidentata).This is
of interest because Populus is an important genus worldwide for both
forestry and horticulture.If Ac transposes in poplar, it could
potentially be used to identify and clone genes for traits suchas
disease resistance.Ac has been the transposon of choice for tagging
genes in heterologous hosts because it seems to transpose more
frequently than other transposons, and has a simple, well-
characterized structure (Balcells et al. 1991).In addition, no
studies have yet examined heterologous transposon activity in the
family Salicaceae.I used Southern blot analysis to show that Ac
transposes in transgenic poplar.69
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains and plasmids
I used an Agrobacterium cointegrate transformation vector
(kindly provided by Dr. Barbara Baker of the USDA-ARS Plant Gene
Expression Center, Albany, CA) to insert the Ac transposable element
into hybrid poplar.This vector (pGV3850HPT::pKU3) contains both an
Ac/neo gene fusion and a hygromycin phosphotransferase (HPT) gene
within the T-DNA borders (Baker et al. 1987).To construct this
vector, Baker et al. (1987) first inserted the Ac element into the
untranslated leader of the NPT-II gene (neo) in pKU2 to create
plasmid pKU3 in E. coli (Figure II.1).The Ac element in pKU3 is
flanked by 60 by of the waxy allele (wx-m7).pKU3 was then
recombined with the Ti plasmid pGV3850HPT in Agrobacterium
tumefaciens strain C58C1rif to produce pGV3850HPT::pKU3.
The presence of Ac in the untranslated leader of the NPT-II
gene inhibits NPT-II expression (Baker et al. 1987).Because
excision of Ac can restore gene expression, plant cells in which Ac
has excised have been identified by their resistance to kanamycin.
The HPT gene, on the other hand, is used to select transformants
using hygromycin.The HPT gene is under the control of the nopaline
synthase (nos) promoter and polyadenylation signal (van den Elzen
1985), whereas the NPT-II gene (if Ac has excised from the
untranslated leader) is under the control of the 1' promoter from the
TR-DNA of an octopine Ti plasmid (Velten et al. 1984) and the
octopine synthase polyadenylation signal (Hain et al. 1985).A.Intact Ac
I- pKU3




















Figure II.1.Restriction site map of the T-DNA region containing Ac.
Panel A.pKU3 contains the 1' promoter (p1') and the coding region
for the NPT-II gene (NPT-II) separated by Ac.pKU3 was recombined
into the T-DNA of the Ti plasmid vector pGV3850HPT (not shown) and
transferred to hybrid poplar. Panel B.Structure of the T-DNA
region in poplar following Ac excision.pKU2 is similar to the
excision product, except it lacks wx sequences (shown in black) which
bordered Ac in pKU3.B is BamHI, E is EcoRI, H is HindIII, and X is
XbaI.The numbers indicate the size of EcoRI/HindIII (E/H)
restriction fragments in kilobases.71
E. coli strains were grown at 37°C on LB agar medium (Sambrook
et al. 1989) with 100 gg/ml ampicillin, whereas Agrobacterium was
grown at 30°C on YEP agar medium (An et al. 1988) with 100 Ag/m1
carbenicillin, 25 gg/ml kanamycin, 100 Ag/m1 rifampicin, and 100
gg/m1 spectinomycin.Prior to cocultivation, overnight cultures of
Agrobacterium were grown at 30°C in MG/L liquid medium [2.5 g/1 yeast
extract, 5 g/1 tryptone, 5 9/1 NaC1, 5 9/1 mannitol, 1.16 g/1
monosodium glutamate, 0.25 g/1 KH2PO4, 0.1 g/1 MgSO4.7H20, and 0.001
g/1 biotin].
Plant Cultures
Suspension cultures were prepared from leaves of in vitro shoot
cultures of hybrid poplar clone NC-5339 (Populus alba L. x P.
grandidentata Michx. cv. 'Crandon')(Sellmer and McCown 1989) and
maintained in callus initiation medium (CIM) as described in Chapter
I.CIM is WPM containing 30 g/1 sucrose,1 mg/1 2,4-D, and 0.05 mg/1
BA.Calli derived from suspension cultures were grown in the dark at
25°C on CIM solidified with 0.3% gelrite (Scott Laboratories, W.
Warwick, RI).Shoots were regenerated from callus and induced to
form roots in vitro as described in Chapter I.Plants were
transferred to a 1:1 mixture of peat moss and perlite and maintained
in a growth chamber at 25°C under cool-white fluorescent light using
a 16-hour photoperiod.Growth regulators were added to media prior
to autoclaving at 121°C for approximately 20 minutes, and antibiotics
were added after autoclaving.72
Transformation and regeneration of transgenic plants
Poplar suspension cultures were cocultivated with Agrobacterium
as described in Chapter I.Briefly, suspension cultures were
filtered, inoculated with Agrobacterium, and cocultivated for 48
hours.Following cocultivation, aliquots were plated to cellulose
acetate filters on CIM containing 500 mg/1 cefotaxime.Five days
later, the filters were transferred to medium containing 500 mg/1
cefotaxime and either 0, 7.5, 15, or 30 mg/1 hygromycin B (Sigma cat.
#H-2638).When the colonies were large enough (>1 mm), they were
transferred from the filters to medium containing 15 mg/1 hygromycin
and 250 mg/1 cefotaxime.After 1-2 months of selection on 15 mg/1
hygromycin, antibiotic-resistant colonies were transferred to, and
subsequently maintained on CIM without antibiotics.Shoots were
regenerated by culturing the antibiotic-resistant callus on medium
containing thidiazuron, the shoots were rooted in vitro, and the
plants were transferred to soil (Chapter I).
Southern blot analysis
Plant DNA was isolated from either callus, or a single leaf
from each plant, using a CTAB procedure (Appendix I).Plasmid DNA
was isolated using alkaline lysis (Sambrook et al. 1989), and DNA
concentrations were estimated by measuring the fluorescence of a DNA-
specific dye (Labarca and Paigen 1980).Poplar DNA, and DNA from
pKU2 and pKU3, were double-digested with EcoRI and HindIII according
to the manufacturer's instructions (GIBCO-BRL, Life Technologies
Inc., Gaithersburg, MD).The plasmid DNAs were mixed with DNA from
untransformed poplar leaves or suspension cultures at concentrations73
equivalent to 1 or 10 copies of inserted DNA per diploid genome of
poplar (estimated to be 1.6 pg; Parsons et al. 1986).Callus DNA was
electrophoresed in a 1% agarose gel using Tris-borate-EDTA buffer,
and leaf DNA was electrophoresed in a 0.8% agarose gel using Tris-
acetate-EDTA buffer (Sambrook et al. 1989).DNA was transferred to
Zetabind nylon membranes (Cuno Inc., Meriden, CT) using alkaline
transfer (Reed and Mann 1985).
Three probes (NPT-II, Ac, and 1' promoter) were used to study
the structure of inserted DNA.The NPT-II gene probe was prepared by
isolating a 1.0 kb BamHI/Bg111 fragment from plasmid SP65neoII
(provided by Ken Barton, Agracetus, Middleton, WI).The Ac probe was
prepared by isolating a 3.2 kb BamH1/XbaI fragment from pKU3 (Figure
II.1).For the NPT-II and Ac probes, digested DNA was
electrophoresed in 0.7% agarose, stained with ethidium bromide,
electroeluted from gel slices using a Centrilutor (Amicon, Danvers,
MA), and concentrated using a Centricon-30 filter (Amicon).The 1'
promoter probe was prepared by gel-purifying the 0.5 kb EcoRI/HindIII
fragment from p0P4434 (Velten et al. 1984).For the l' promoter
probe, DNA was electrophoresed in 0.7% low gelling temperature
agarose (SeaPlaque, FMC Bioproducts, Rockland, ME) and radioactively
labeled "in gel" (Struhl 1985).All probes were labeled with [32P]-
dCTP by random-primed labeling following the manufacturer's
instructions (Boehringer Mannheim Inc, Indianapolis, IN).Blots were
hybridized and washed at 65°C; two 30-minute washes in 2X SSC (1X SSC
is 150 mM NaC1, 15 mM sodium citrate) and 0.1% SDS were followed by74
two 30-minute washes in 0.1X SSC, 0.5% SDS.X-ray film was exposed
to the filters at -80°C using intensifying screens (Cronex Lightening
Plus, DuPont).
RESULTS
Transformation and regeneration of transgenic plants
Eight hygromycin-resistant callus lines were recovered
following cocultivation, but only six of these contained foreign DNA
(Chapter I).I regenerated plants from seven of the eight
hygromycin-resistant callus lines, but was unsuccessful with line Ac2
(Chapter I).Because selection for kanamycin and G418 resistance is
difficult using poplar callus and micropropagated shoots (Chapter I),
I relied on Southern analysis, rather than kanamycin resistance, to
study Ac transposition in the transgenic plants.A single plant from
each transformed line was studied using Southern analysis, except for
Ac5, for which two regenerated plants were analyzed.
Ac excises in poplar
If Ac has not excised from the NPT-II gene, a 3.6 kb DNA
fragment should be detected when DNA from transformed poplar (or
pKU3) is double-digested with EcoRI and HindIII and probed with the
NPT-II probe (Figure II.1, Panel A).On the other hand, if Ac has
excised, removing the restriction sites internal to Ac, a 3.0 kb
fragment should be detected (Figure II.1, Panel B).The
corresponding fragment from pKU2, which is used for comparison on the
Southern blots, is slightly smaller because it lacks the maize wx75
sequences that flank Ac in pKU3.Using the 1' promoter probe, a 2.3
kb fragment is diagnostic for Ac in its original location (Figure
11.1, Panel A), and a 3.0 kb fragment is diagnostic for T-DNA from
which Ac has excised (Figure II.1, Panel B).
The NPT-II probe was hybridized to leaf DNA from the
regenerated plants (Figure 11.2).The lanes labeled "E" (excised Ac)
contain DNA from pKU2, which lacks Ac, and the lanes labeled "I"
(intact Ac) contain DNA from pKU3.Two DNA concentrations,
equivalent to 1 or 10 copies per poplar genome, were used for each
plasmid.The control plant (C), Ac3, Ac7, and Ac8 have no
hybridizing fragments.Ac3 and Ac8 are apparently untransformed; no
fragments were detected with either the NPT-II or 1' promoter probes
using either callus or leaf DNA.Plants from two of the five
transformants (Ac5 and Ac7) have major DNA rearrangements other than
those caused by precise excision of Ac.When the NPT-II gene is
hybridized to DNA from Ac5-a and Ac5-b, the fragments detectedare
not the expected sizes of 3.0 or 3.6 kb.In Ac7, no fragments are
seen using the NPT-II probe, but foreign DNA fragments are detected
using the 1' promoter and Ac probes (Figures 11.3 and 11.4).These
results suggest the NPT-II gene has been deleted from Ac7.Because
of the DNA rearrangements, it is difficult to determine whether
transposition has occurred in Ac5 and Ac7.These DNA rearrangements








Figure 11.2.Analysis of hybrid poplar DNA using Southern blot
hybridization with an NPT-II gene probe.
Leaf DNA was isolated from an untransformed control plant (C),and
eight plants regenerated from hygromycin-resistant calluslines (Acl,
Ac3, Ac4, Ac5, Ac6, Ac7, Ac8).Plasmid DNA from pKU2 (lanes labeled
"E" for excised Ac) and pKU3 (lanes labeled "I" for intactAc), and
nine jg of poplar DNA were double-digested with EcoRI andHindIII.
Plasmid DNA samples equivalent to 10 or 1 copies of insertedDNA per
diploid genome of poplar were mixed with ninegg of poplar DNA prior
to electrophoresis.Numbers next to the figure are fragment sizes in
kilobase pairs.A. B.
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Figure 11.3.Comparison of callus and leaf DNA using Southern blot
hybridization with a 1' promoter probe.
DNA samples from three transgenic callus lines (Panel A) and plants
regenerated from each callus line (Panel B)were double-digested with
EcoRI and HindIII and probed with the 1' promoter probe.Two
additional plants are shown in Panel B; "lane C" contains DNA froman
untransformed control plant and lane "1" contains DNA from
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Figure 11.4.Analysis of hybrid poplar DNA using Southern blot
hybridization with an Ac probe.
Leaf DNA was isolated from an untransformed control plant (C), and
six plants regenerated from hygromycin-resistant callus lines (Acl,
Ac3, Ac4, Ac6, Ac7, Ac8).Plasmid DNA from pKU2 (lanes labeled "E"
for excised Ac) and pKU3 (lanes labeled "I" for intact Ac), and nine
gg of poplar DNA were double-digested with EcoRIand HindIII.
Plasmid DNA samples equivalent to 10 or 1 copies of inserted DNA per
diploid genome of poplar were mixed with nine gg of poplar DNA prior
to electrophoresis.Numbers to the left of the figure are fragment
sizes in kilobase pairs.The arrow identifies a fragment believed to
result from Ac transposition.79
In contrast to Ac5 and Ac7, fragments of the expected sizesare
present in Acl, Ac4, and Ac6 (Figure 11.2).When hybridized to the
NPT-II probe, all three transformants have bands that comigrate with
the 3.6 kb fragment diagnostic for Ac in its original location.Acl
and Ac6, however, have additional bands that comigrate with the3.0
kb fragment diagnostic for T-DNA from which Ac has excised.The 3.6
and 3.0 kb fragments are expected to occur in thesame plant if there
are multiple T-DNA insertions and excision has occurred from only
some of the T-DNAs, or if a single copy of T-DNA has been inserted
and Ac has excised in some cells, but not others.Based on the
relative intensity of the bands in the plasmid reconstructionsand
the transformed plants (Figure 11.2), each transformantseems to
contain multiple T-DNA copies.
When the 1' promoter probe is used, a 2.3 kb fragment is
diagnostic for Ac in its original location.Using this probe to
study Ac excision is somewhat difficult, however, because
untransformed control plants have a very faint band that is thesame
size as the 3.0 kb fragment diagnostic for Ac excision (Figure11.3,
Panel B, lane C).For Acl, however, the 3.0 kb fragment is much
darker than in the control plant, anda relatively dark band is
present in Ac6 (Figure 11.3, Panel B).The presence of these bands
lends support to the conclusion that Ac has excised in both
transformants.80
Ac reintegration
An Ac gene probe was used to investigate whether Ac excision
was accompanied by Ac reintegration into the genome.A 3.2 kb
BamHI/XbaI fragment was isolated from pKU3 and usedas a probe for Ac
(Figure II.1).Using the EcoRI/HindIII blot, we expect to detect
only the left Ac junction fragment (2.3 kb when Ac is in its original
location and some unknown size if Ac has transposed), and the 0.7 kb
and 0.9 kb fragments internal to Ac (Figure II.1).Because this
probe contains some DNA from the rest of the pKU3 plasmid, however,
all pKU3 and pKU2 fragments are detected on the autoradiograph
(Figure 11.4); the three fragments complementary to the 3.2 kb
BamHI/XbaI Ac fragment, however, have stronger signals (plasmid lanes
labeled "I" in Figure 11.4).
Of the seven fragments detected in Acl, onlyone is unique
(identified by the arrow in Figure 11.4).The identities of the
remaining six fragments are known; four comigrate with fragments from
pKU3 (3.6, 2.3, 0.9, and 0.7 kb fragments in the "I" lanes), the3.0
kb fragment is diagnostic for T-DNA from which Ac has excised,and
the 5.3 kb fragment, which is present in Acl, Ac4, and Ac5-a, is
apparently derived from the cointegrate vector.The unique fragment
in Acl is unlinked to fragments that flank Ac in its original
location; it is detected with the Ac probe, but with neither theNPT-
II probe (Figure 11.2) or 1' promoter probe (Figure 11.3).
Therefore, this fragment probably results from Ac reintegration.The
blot containing Ac6 (Panel B of Figure 11.3)was also hybridized with
the Ac probe and a faint band that may representa reintegrated Ac81
element was detected in Ac6 (the background on this autoradiograph,
however, was too dark for the bands to be reproduced
photographically).
Using the Ac probe, one unexpected fragment is detected in Ac4;
a faint (but clear) fragment that is slightly smaller than the 3.0 kb
fragment diagnostic for Ac excision (Figure 11.4).Because of its
altered mobility, and the fact that no empty donor siteswere
detected using either the NPT-II probe (Figure 11.2)or the 1'
promoter probe (autoradiograph not shown), this is probably notan
empty donor site.The origin of this presumably rearranged fragment
is unknown.
Because of unexplained DNA rearrangements in Ac5-a and Ac7
(discussed below), it is difficult to say whether the anomalous bands
detected with the Ac probe are indicative of Ac transposition,or
whether they are present due to other causes.
DNA rearrangements
When callus DNA was hybridized with the 1' promoter and NPT-II
probes, two of the six transformants (Ac5 and Ac7) displayed major
DNA rearrangements; i.e. they contain fragments with sizes
inconsistent with either excised or unexcised Ac (Figures 11.3,
11.5).In addition, the rearranged fragments differ between the
callus lines and the regenerated plants.For example, the NPT-II
probe detects a single fragment of approximately 4.9 kb in Ac5














Figure 11.5.Comparison of callus and leaf DNA using Southern blot
hybridization with an NPT-II gene probe.
DNA samples from three transgenic callus lines (Panel A) and plants
regenerated from each callus line (Panel B) were double-digested with
EcoRI and HindIII and probed with an NPT-II gene probe.Numbers to
the left of each photograph are fragment sizes in kilobase pairs.83
hybridized to leaf DNA (compare Panels A and B in Figure 11.5).In
addition, the two plants regenerated from Ac5 callus (Ac5-a and
Ac5-b) differ from one another (Figure 11.2).There is one fragment
of approximately 4.9 kb, however, that iscommon to each of the Ac5
plants and the Ac5 callus, suggesting that the plantsare not derived
from independent transformation events.Differences between Ac5
callus and one of the plants (Ac5-b) can also beseen with the 1'
promoter probe (compare Panels A and B in Figure 11.3; Ac5-awas not
tested using the 1' promoter probe).
For Ac7, the NPT-II probe detects at least three faint
fragments in callus DNA, but no fragments in DNA from leaves (compare
Panels A and B in Figure 11.5).The NPT-II gene in the Ac7 plant
seems to have been lost because rearranged foreign DNA can be
detected with both the 1' promoter probe (Figure 11.3 Panel B) and
the Ac probe (Figure 11.4).
DISCUSSION
In order to study Ac transposition,I concentrated my analyses
on two plants (Acl and Ac6) which had no unexplained DNA
rearrangements.Two other transformants had major DNA
rearrangements; their restriction fragment patterns were inconsistent
with those expected from precise excision of Ac.A fifth plant had
fragments diagnostic for Ac in its original location, plusa single
anomalous fragment which probably did not arise from precise Ac
excision.Using three different probes, both Acl and Ac6 contained84
fragments diagnostic for T-DNA containing Ac, plus additional
fragments diagnostic for T-DNA from which Ac has excised.It is
extremely unlikely that these fragments could have resulted from
rearrangements not associated with relatively precise excision of Ac.
In almost all species where excision of Ac has been demonstrated,
reintegration has also been observed (Baker et al. 1986, Van Sluys et
al. 1987, Yoder et al. 1988, Knapp et al. 1988, Zhou and Atherly
1990, Murai et al. 1991).Within these species, however, individuals
have been found in which Ac could not be detected following excision
(Baker et al. 1987, Belzile et al. 1989, Haring et al. 1989, Knapp et
al. 1988, Yoder et al. 1988), implying that transpositionwas not
complete.In flax, evidence for Ac excision was found in nine callus
lines, but no lines seemed to contain a reintegrated Ac element
(Roberts et al. 1990).Using the Ac probe,I detected a unique
fragment in Acl that is unlinked to sequences flanking Ac in its
original location.This fragment likely results from Ac
reintegration.Reintegration may also have occurred in Ac6.
Based on comparison with the plasmid reconstructions, Acl and
Ac6 contain multiple copies of T-DNA.Therefore, fragments
diagnostic for both excised and unexcised Ac are likely present
because excision has occurred from only some of the T-DNAs.The
presence of both Ac-containing T-DNAs and empty donor sites has been
observed in other species (Knapp et al. 1988, Roberts et al. 1990).
Whether single leaves of poplar tend to be chimeric for a particular
excision event depends on the frequency of excision, which could not85
be estimated.Based on the analysis of Ac4, however, Ac can be quite
stable in poplar; Ac4 seems to have multiple copies of inserted T-
DNA, but no fragments that clearly demonstrate excision.
Because kanamycin selection is imprecise in poplar (Chapter I),
I did not attempt to analyze transposition frequency using kanamycin
resistance.A phenotypic assay based on excision from either a
different selectable marker, or an easily scored reportergene, would
allow more accurate measurement of excision frequencies.Visual
assays of excision have been developed using the B-glucuronidase
(GUS) reporter gene (Haring et al. 1989, Masson and Fedoroff 1989,
Finnegan et al. 1989, Zhou and Atherly 1990) and the streptomycin
resistance gene (Jones et al. 1989).
Two transformants (Ac5 and Ac7) showed evidence for major DNA
rearrangements which could not be explained by precise excision of
Ac.Because rearrangements are associated with transposition
(reviewed in Fedoroff 1983), but are also common in plants
transformed with Agrobacterium (Peerbolte et al. 1986, Gheysen et al.
1987, Jones et al. 1987, Jorgensen et al. 1987, Deroles and Gardner
1988, Jouanin et al. 1989, Hdnisch ten Cate et al. 1990), it is
difficult to specify the cause of these rearrangements.Similar DNA
rearrangements have been observed when Ac was inserted into other
plants using Agrobacterium (Finnegan et al. 1989, Pereira and Saedler
1989, Zhou and Atherly 1990).86
Because plants regenerated from Ac5 and Ac7 callus had
restriction fragments that were not observed in the callus, these
rearrangements seem to have occurred after T-DNA integration.
Alternatively, these plants could have been regenerated from sectors
of chimeric callus that were too small to be detected using Southern
blot analysis of callus DNA.Chimerism is unlikely because the
callus lines were derived from small colonies of cells (mean of 5
cells per colony), and had undergone multiple subcultures prior to
analysis.It is particularly unlikely for Ac5 because the callus and
both regenerated plants contained a unique 4.9 kb fragment.
The high frequency of DNA rearrangements in this experimentwas
unexpected.Using Southern analysis of poplar transformed withan
insect toxin gene from Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) (Chapter I),no
differences were observed when DNA samples were repeatedly isolated
from the same callus line.The recovery of two rearranged lines (and
possibly three, if Ac4 is included) among five transformants could be
due to processes related to Agrobacterium-mediated transformation.
The post-transformation rearrangements which seem to have occurred in
Ac5 and Ac7, however, suggest that a high frequency of rearrangement
is associated with Ac activity.If true, this would complicate gene
tagging because transposon-induced mutations could not be identified
by reversion, and untagged mutations would tend to accumulate in the
genome.This should also occur to some extent with precise excision,
however, because Ac normally leaves an eight by duplication at its
former site of integration.Although DNA rearrangements are known to
be associated with Ac transposition, the proportion of precise87
excision events relative to those leading to major DNA rearrangements
has not been quantified.88
CHAPTER III
TRANSGENIC POPLAR CALLUS CONTAINING A BT-TOXIN GENE
INHIBITS INSECT SURVIVAL
ABSTRACT
The crylA(a) gene from the insect pathogen B. thuringiensis
(Bt) subspecies kurstaki codes for a protein that is toxic to
lepidopteran larvae.A truncated crylA(a) gene under the control of
the cauliflower mosaic virus 35S promoter was inserted into hybrid
poplar by cocultivating suspension cultures with Agrobacterium
tumefaciens.Stable incorporation of the Bt gene was demonstrated
using the polymerase chain reaction, Southern blot analysis, and
insect bioassays.For the bioassays, first instar larvae of gypsy
moth (Lymantria dispar) and western tussock moth (Orgyia vetusta)
were reared on poplar callus until they died or molted to the third
instar; seven untransformed callus lines and eight transgenic lines
containing the Bt gene were tested.Insects reared on two of the
transformed lines had significantly lower survival than insects
reared on the untransformed controls.Relative to the controls, only
3% as many gypsy moths and 65% as many western tussock moth survived
on these transformed lines.These observations agree with results
from other studies of transgenic poplar and a number of herbaceous
species, suggesting that Bt toxin genes could be used to produce
trees with enhanced resistance to lepidopteran insects.89
ABBREVIATIONS
BA, N6-benzylaminopurine; bp, base pairs; Bt, Bacillus
thuringiensis; CaMV, cauliflower mosaic virus; cfu's, colony forming
units; CIM, callus initiation medium; CTAB, cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide; kb, kilobase pairs; nos, nopaline synthase gene; NPT-II,
neomycin phosphotransferase-II; PCR, polymerise chain reaction; PAR,
photosynthetically active radiation; SDS, sodium dodecyl sulfate; T-
DNA, transferred-DNA; WPM, Woody Plant Medium (Lloyd and McCown
1980); 2,4-D, 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid.
INTRODUCTION
The insect pathogen Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) has been widely
used as a microbial insecticide on agricultural and forest crops
since the early 1960's.Field use of Bt has been effective on forest
pests such as the fall cankerworm (Quinton and Doane 1962), Douglas-
fir tussock moth, spruce budworm, pine caterpillar, larch bud moth,
hemlock looper, gypsy moth, forest tent caterpillar, fall webworm,
and the large aspen tortrix (reviewed in Strauss et al. 1991).
Virtually all of the formulations used in forestry contain isolates
from the kurstaki subspecies of Bt, which is toxic to lepidopteran
insects.
Large crystals of toxic proteins (called 6-endotoxins) are
produced by sporulating B. thuringiensis.After Bt is eaten by
larvae of susceptible insects, the crystals dissolve and the toxins90
are released into the insect's midgut causing paralysis of the gut
and mouth, cessation of feeding, lysis of the midgut cells, body
paralysis, and death (Aronson et al. 1986).
Biological insecticides containing Bt have become increasingly
popular because of their environmental safety; the 6-endotoxins are
safe for humans and other vertebrates, are generally harmless to non-
target insects, and do not persist in nature (Aronson et al. 1986).
Unlike most chemical insecticides, Bt toxins are highly specific;
they only affect a number of related insect species.There are,
however, many subspecies of Bt with different insecticidal spectra.
Some are toxic specifically to larvae of lepidopterans (moths and
butterflies), whereas others are specific for coleopterans (beetles),
or dipterans (flies and mosquitos)(reviewed in Lereclus et al. 1989).
At least 11 lepidopteran-specific toxin genes have been cloned
from Bt (MacIntosh et al. 1990), and plants with enhanced insect
resistance have been genetically engineered by inserting truncated
toxin genes into tomato (Fischhoff et al. 1987), tobacco (Barton et
al. 1987, Vaeck et al. 1987), and cotton (Perlak et al. 1990).
Recently, a transgenic poplar that is resistant to forest tent
caterpillar and gypsy moth has been engineered by introducing a Bt
toxin gene into poplar via microprojectile bombardment (McCown et al.
1991).A coleopteran-specific toxin gene has also been cloned and
expressed in plants at insecticidal levels (MacIntosh et al. 1990).91
Genetically engineered insect resistance should be more
effective than Bt-containing insecticidal sprays because the toxins
are delivered as soon as insects begin to feed, can be produced
continuously or repeatedly in response to insect attack, and are
delivered within tissues, thereby contacting insects that are
difficult to reach with exterior sprays.The increased effectiveness
of genetically engineered insect resistance, however, might increase
the risk that insects will evolve to overcome resistance, unless
mitigating measures are taken (Raffa 1989, Strauss et al. 1991).
This would be particularly significant, for example, if counter-
evolution to the Bt toxin in transgenic trees also precluded the use
of insecticidal sprays containing Bacillus thuringiensis.
Iinserted a truncated toxin gene from Bacillus thuringiensis
into hybrid poplar (Populus alba x P. grandidentata) and fed
transgenic callus to gypsy moth (Lymantria dispar) and western
tussock moth (Orgyia vetusta).Survival of both insects was
substantially reduced when insects were reared on two of the callus
lines containing the Bt gene.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains and plasmids
The binary vector pTV4AMVBTS (Figure III.1, Barton et al. 1987)
contains a 5' fragment of a crylA(a) S- endotoxin gene from B.
thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki (Schnepf et al. 1985) and an NPT-II
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Figure III.1.Restriction site map of the T-DNA region of pTV4AMVBTS
and identification of fragments that are expected to hybridize to
either a Bt or Ap gene probe.
The gene for neomycin phosphotransferase-II (NPT-II) is transcribed
from the nos promoter, and the truncated 8-endotoxin gene is
transcribed from the CaMV 35S promoter.pMT21(ApR) is an ampicillin-
resistant plasmid, RB and LB are the right and left T-DNA borders, H
is HindIII, S is Sail, and X is XhoI.The line above "PCR" shows the
DNA fragment that was amplified using the polymerase-chain-reaction.93
transcribed from the CaMV 35S promoter, the NPT-II gene is
transcribed from the nos promoter, and both genes have thenos
polyadenylation signal.Freeze-thaw bacterial transformation (An et
al. 1988) was used to transfer the binary vector pTV4AMVBTS into
Agrobacterium strain C58 containing either an armed (pTiC58), or
disarmed (pTiC58-Z707) Ti plasmid (Hepburn et al. 1985).pTV4AMVBTS
was also transformed into a strain of C58 lacking a Ti plasmid (NT1,
Watson et al. 1975) to be used as a control.Transformed colonies
were selected on Mueller-Hinton agar medium (Difco Laboratories,
Detroit, MI), and maintained on M9 agar medium (Sambrook et al. 1989)
containing 100 mg/1 streptomycin and 100 mg/1 sulfadiazene.
Prior to cocultivation, overnight cultures of Agrobacterium
were grown in MM liquid medium (Hooykaas 1988) containing 25 mg/1
streptomycin and 100 mg/1 sulfadiazene.Plate and liquid cultures of
Agrobacterium were grown at 30°C, whereas E. coli was grown at 37°C
using LB medium with 100 mg/1 ampicillin (Sambrook et al. 1989).
Plant Cultures
Suspension cultures were prepared from leaves of in vitro shoot
cultures of hybrid poplar clone NC-5339 (Populus alba L.x P.
grandidentata Michx. cv. 'Crandon')(Sellmer and McCown 1989) and
grown in callus initiation medium (CIM) as described in Chapter I.
CIM is Woody Plant Medium (WPM) containing 30 g/1 sucrose,1 mg/1
2,4-D, and 0.05 mg/1 BA.Calli derived from suspension cultures were
originally grown in the dark at 25°C, and later transferred to cool
white fluorescent light (5-10 AEm-2s-1 PAR) on a 16 hour94
photoperiod.Unless otherwise indicated, all caili weregrown on CIM
solidified with 0.3% gelrite (Scott Laboratories, W. Warwick, RI),
growth regulators were added to media prior to autoclaving at121°C
for approximately 20 minutes, and antibioticswere added after
autoclaving.
Transformation
Poplar suspension cultures were cocultivated with Agrobacterium
strains C58(pTiC58), C58(pTiC58-Z707), or NT1 containing the binary
vector pTV4AMVBTS (Chapter I).As controls,I also cocultivated the
suspension cultures with Agrobacterium that lacked the binaryvector.
Briefly, four-day-old suspension cultureswere filtered through a 350
gm nylon screen (Small Parts Inc., Miami FL) and inoculated with
Agrobacterium to a final density of 107 cfu's/ml.After
cocultivating for 48 hours, the cells were washed and resuspended in
CIM containing 250 mg/1 cefotaxime.The cocultivated cells were
plated either 15 or 35 days later.The suspension cultures were
filtered through a 500 gm nylon screen, resuspended in CIM, and
aliquots of 0.5 ml were plated to cellulose acetate filterson WPM
containing 30 g/1 sucrose, 1 mg/1 2,4-D, 250 mg/1 cefotaxime, and
either kanamycin sulfate (Sigma cat. #K-1876)or G418 sulfate
(Geneticin, Gibco cat. #860-1811, Grand Island, NY).For the initial
plating,I dispensed 0.1 ml of packed-cells to filterson top of
medium containing either kanamycin (25, 200,or 400 mg/1), G418 (5,
40, or 80 mg/1), or no antibiotics (except cefotaxime).For the
second plating, either 0.025, or 0.0125 ml of packed-cellswere
plated to medium containing either 20 or 40 mg/1 G418.When the95
calli were >1 mm in diameter, theywere transferred to CIM containing
0.5% agarose, 250 µg /ml cefotaxime, and either kanamycinor G418
(Chapter I).Putative transformants were later transferred to CIM
lacking antibiotics.
Molecular analyses
The polymerase chain reaction (PCR)was used to assay for the
presence of the Bt gene.DNA was isolated from 0.75 g of callus
(Appendix II), and a 704 by Bt gene fragmentwas amplified from 50 ng
of poplar DNA using Taq DNA polymerase according to themanufacture's
instructions (Promega, Madison, WI).Positive controls included
plasmid DNA from pTV4AMVBTS, or DNA froma callus line which had
previously tested positive.DNA from an untransformed callus line
was included as a negative control, primarily to check for DNAcross-
contamination.Primers were single-stranded oligonucleotides
complementary to two sequences within the Btgene coding region (5'-
ACGGGATTAGAGCGTGTATG-3' and 5'-AAGGTGTAAACTGCTCCAGC-3').The primers
were synthesized by the Oregon State University Center for Gene
Research and Biotechnology based onsequence information provided by
Ken Barton (Agracetus, Middleton, WI).DNA was amplified using 30 or
40 cycles of 1 min at 95°C, 1 min at 55°C, and 2.5 minat 72°C,
followed by 7 min at 72°C.Amplification products were resolved by
gel electrophoresis in 1.5% agarose gels, stained withethidium
bromide, and photographed under UV light.96
Southern blot analysis
DNA was isolated from approximately 15g of poplar callus using
a CTAB procedure (Appendix I), plasmid DNA was isolated using
alkaline lysis (Sambrook et al. 1989), and DNA concentrationswere
estimated by measuring the fluorescence ofa DNA-specific dye
(Labarca and Paigen 1980).Nine gg of poplar DNA, plasmid DNA from
pTV4AMVBTS, and total genomic DNA from Agrobacterium strain C58were
digested with restriction enzymes according to the manufacturer's
instructions (GIBCO-BRL, Life Technologies Inc., Gaithersburg, MD).
Plasmid DNA from pTV4AMVBTS was mixed with DNA from untransformed
poplar leaves at concentrations equivalent to 1, 10,or 100 copies of
inserted DNA per diploid genome of poplar (estimated to be 1.6pg;
Parsons et al. 1986), and the DNA sampleswere electrophoresed in a
0.8% agarose gel using Tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE) buffer (Sambrook et
al. 1989).DNA was transferred to Zetabind nylon membranes (Cuno
Inc., Meriden, CT) using alkaline transfer (Reed and Mann 1985).
A probe consisting of the 5' portion of the Bt coding region
(Bt probe) was prepared by isolating a 1.4 kb HindIII-SstI fragment
from the transcription vector pSP65(5'BT) (Agracetus, Middleton, WI),
and a probe containing the ampicillin resistancegene (Ap probe) was
prepared by isolating a 1.9 kb Sall-XhoI fragment from pTV4AMVBTS
(Figure III.1).For the Bt and Ap gene probes, DNA was
electrophoresed in 0.7% or 0.8% agarose (BRL Ultrapure),
electroeluted from gel slices using a Centrilutor (Amicon, Danvers,
MA), and concentrated using a Centricon-30 filter (Amicon).A third
probe consisting of a 7.5 kb EcoRI fragment containing the tmsl and97
tmr loci from pTiB6806 (T-DNA probe), was prepared from pEco7 (Alice
Montoya, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, unpublished results).
The 7.5 kb insert was purified from the pBR325 cloning vector by
electrophoresis in low gelling temperature agarose (SeaPlaque, FMC
Bioproducts, Rockland, ME) and radioactively labeled "in gel" (Struhl
1985).All probes were labeled with [32P] -dCTP by random-primed
labeling following the manufacturer's instructions (Boehringer
Mannheim Inc., Indianapolis, IN).
Blots were hybridized and washed at 65°C.Two 30-minute washes
in 2X SSC (1X SSC is 150 mM NaC1, 15 mM sodium citrate) and 0.1% SDS
were followed by two 30-minute washes in 0.1X SSC, 0.5% SDS.X-ray
film was exposed to the filters at -80°C using intensifyingscreens
(Cronex Lightening Plus, DuPont).
Attempted regeneration of shoots and observations on auxin-
independent callus growth.
In five separate experiments I attempted to regenerate shoots
from both the transformed and untransformed callus lines, butwas
unsuccessful (Chapter I).Following the shoot-induction treatments,
however, the callus lines differed in size and color.Because the
shoot induction media contained thidiazuron, but lacked auxin, good
callus growth may indicate the transfer and expression of auxin
biosynthetic genes from C58(pTiC58).Calli were considered to
exhibit auxin-independent growth if they were large and had the
normal yellowish color seen when grown on CIM.Calli with auxin-
dependent growth were smaller, and light green or brown.In most98
cases, but not all, the lines were easy to classify.I also tested
the callus lines for growth on WPM lacking both auxin and
thidiazuron.The duration of this test was seven months.
Insect bioassays
Bioassays were conducted by feeding callus to gypsy moth and
western tussock moth.Insects were reared at approximately 26°C in
60 x 15 mm plastic petri dishes using a 16-hour photoperiod.One
first-instar larva was placed in each dish when the insectswere one
to two days-old, and fresh poplar callus was added when needed
(generally every one to two days).The callus was added to the
plates on small cubes of CIM which containedno sucrose and were
solidified with 17. agarose.In each experiment, six insects were
grown on each callus line.
A total of 23 callus lines were tested using gypsy moth and
western tussock moth.In the first experiment, only 10 of the 23
callus lines were tested; western tussock moths weregrown on callus
until they either died, or molted to the third instar.All 23 callus
lines were tested in one additional experiment using western tussock
moth, and two additional experiments using gypsy moth.The date of
each molt was recorded and, except for the first experiment, the
weight of each insect was measured to the nearest 0.1mg the day they
molted from the second to the third instar.In the first and second
experiments the insects were eventually transferred to artificial
diet, and the sex of each insect was determined following pupation.99
For statistical analyses, the 23 callus lines were analyzedas
nine "treatments" (eight transformants and one control).Seven
callus lines are independent transformants containing the Btgene,
nine isogenic lines (which are derived from the same transformed
cell; see results) were treated as a single transformant, andseven
untransformed lines were treated as a single control.Percent
survival was transformed using arcsin(A) (Sabin and Stafford 1990)
and developmental rate [1/(number of days to the third instar)]was
calculated prior to analyses of variance using the SAS GLM procedure
(SAS Institute Inc. 1986).F-tests were used to evaluate differences
among callus lines, and the LSD criterion (a=0.05) was used to
compare each transformed line to the control.
RESULTS
Preliminary screening using the polymerase-chain-reaction
Selection using kanamycin and G418 was inefficient at
discriminating between the transformed and untransformed lines.For
example, many "antibiotic-resistant" calli were recovered from
control treatments (strains incapable of inserting the NPT-IIgene
because they lacked either the Ti plasmid or the binary vector;
Chapter I).For this reason,I used PCR analysis as a preliminary
screen; lines which did not yield the expected 704 by fragment
following amplification with Bt-specific primers were excluded from
further molecular analyses.Seventeen lines gave positive results
using PCR, and all but one of these were tested using Southern blot
analysis (Table III.1).100
Table III.1.Results of PCR analysis, Southern blot analysis and
tests for auxin-independent growth on putatively transformed poplar
callus lines.
Bt gene probel T-DNA probe2
Line
















76 + + + + ?
98 + + + - - -?
101 -+
129 + ?
130 + + + --??
138 + + +
139 +
141
Lines derived from a single transformation event
751 + + + + + ++++
801 + + + + + ++++
961 + + + + + ++++
971 + + + + + ++++
1281 + + + ++++
1331 + + + + + +++?
1341 + + + + + +
1361 + + + + + +++
1371 + + + + + +
lu+indicates the presence of fragments diagnostic for the Bt gene
(see text).Line #6 (Bt6) has a XhoI /SalI fragment with an
anomalous size.
2"+" indicates thepresence of fragments diagnostic for wild-type T-
DNA (see text).
3"+" indicates amplification ofa Bt gene fragment using PCR.
sindicate the ability, and "-'s" the inability, to grow on
media lacking auxin.Each symbol represents the results from a
separate test, and a "?" indicates ambiguous results.101
Southern blot analysis
Two restriction enzyme digests were used to test for the
presence and structure of the Bt gene.When poplar DNA is double-
digested with Xhol and Sail and hybridized with the Btgene probe, we
expect to detect a 2.7 kb fragment representing the full-length Bt
gene (Figure III.1).Of the fifteen PCR-positive lines that were
tested using Xhol/Sall (Table III.1), all except Bt6 contain the 2.7
kb fragment (Figure 111.2).Although Bt6 lacks the diagnostic 2.7 kb
fragment, it does contain a Xhol/Sall fragment of approximately 6.3
kb.No hybridizing fragments were detected in a control line which
was not cocultivated with Agrobacterium (Bt24, labeled "Control" or
"C" in Figure 111.2), or five cocultivated lines that tested negative
using PCR (Bt54, Bt101, BT139, 8t53, 8t141).One other line (Bt128)
was not tested using Xhol/Sall, but does contain a 1.7 kb HindIII
fragment diagnostic for the Bt gene (Table III.1, discussed below).
A 4.6 kb Xhol/Sall fragment which results from partial
digestion of an adjacent Sall site is also detected with the Btgene
probe (Figure III.1).Partial digestion of this site is probably
caused by DNA methylation because plant DNA is commonly methylated at
CG and CXG sequences, and methylation of CG dinucleotides prevents
digestion at Sall sites.This conclusion is supported by the fact
that the binary vector, which is presumably unmethylated, does not
show the 4.6 kb fragment.It is interesting that in two of the
transformants (Bt1 and Bt38), the 4.6 kb fragment is missing, but the
2.7 kb fragment is present.The 4.6 kb fragment is presumably


































Figure 111.2.Southern blot of poplar DNA hybridized to a Btgene probe.
DNA samples were double-digested with Xhol and Sall, blotted, and
probed with a 32P-labeled Bt gene probe.The lanes labeled "Binary
vector" contain pTV4AMVBTS DNA (equivalent to 100, 10,or 1 copies of
inserted DNA per diploid genome of poplar), mixed with DNA from
untransformed poplar leaves.The lanes labeled "Control" or "C"
contain DNA from uncocultivated poplar callus, and the remainder of
the lanes contain DNA from poplar callus lines thatwere cocultivated
with Agrobacterium tumefaciens.Callus lines designated with an "I"
are believed to be derived from the same transformed cell.The
numbers to the left of the figure are molecular sizes in kilobase
pairs; the 4.6 kb fragment is a Xhol partial digestion product, and
the 2.7 kb fragment is a XhoI/Sall fragment that spans the Btgene.103
Xhol is also methylation-sensitive, but seems to cut efficiently;
cytosines in its recognition sequence are apparently infrequently
methylated in poplar DNA.Xhol partial-digestion products are
similarly absent in tobacco (Barton et al. 1987), and observations of
ethidium bromide stained gels indicate that Xhol cuts genomic DNA of
other tree species nearly as efficiently as methylation insensitive
enzymes.
Other bands (in addition to those described above) can be seen
in Figure 111.2.Eight lines (those designated with an "I") have an
identical pattern of faint, relatively high molecular weight bands.
Because these bands are absent from the plasmid reconstructions, they
are probably secondary partial-digestion products.If these
fragments contain DNA that spans one of the T-DNA borders, the
fragment patterns should differ among transformants because each
transformant should have a unique restriction site in the adjacent
poplar DNA.The similarity of the patterns in these eight lines is
consistent with the hypothesis that they are derived from a single
transformed cell (discussed below).The anomalous band of about 3.5
kb in Bt98 cannot be accounted for by any simple partial digestion
product, thus it likely results from rearrangement of at least one
copy of an inserted Bt gene.
I also analyzed the poplar lines using HindIII, a methylation
insensitive restriction enzyme.When poplar DNA is digested with
HindIII and hybridized with the Bt gene probe, we expect to detect a
1.7 kb fragment (Figure III.1).Of the sixteen PCR-positive lines104
that were tested, all except Bt6 have the 1.7 kb fragment (Table
III.1, autoradiograph not shown).The positive PCR results for Bt6
(two assays) are confusing because no HindIII fragments are seen on
the autoradiograph even though the PCR-amplified fragment lies within
the diagnostic 1.7 kb HindIII fragment (Figure III.1).Bt6 is
clearly transformed, but seems to contain a rearranged Bt gene based
on double-digestion with Xhol and Sall (discussed above).It is
unclear, however, how this rearrangement might lead to the
discrepancy between results from PCR and Southern analysis.Based on
the intensity of the hybridizing fragments using both the Bt and Ap
gene probes, Bt6 contains relatively few copies of inserted DNA.
Because of the low number of inserted gene copies in Bt6, and the
less efficient DNA transfer on the HindIII blot in 1.7 kb region
(autoradiograph not shown), Bt6 may contain this fragment, but it is
below the level of detection.
To identify which transformants contain wild-type T-DNA in
addition to the Bt gene,I hybridized the HindIII blots with a wild-
type T-DNA probe, and tested the callus lines for their ability to
grow on media lacking auxin.Using the T-DNA probe from pEco7,
HindIII fragments of 3.4 kb and 2.0 kb are diagnostic for wild-type
T-DNA; these fragments are detected in digests of total genomic DNA
isolated from C58(pTiC58) (labeled "Agro." in Figure 111.3).
Comigrating fragments are found in ten poplar callus lines (Bt76,







































Figure 111.3.Southern blot of poplar DNA hybridized toa wild-type
T-DNA probe.
DNA samples were digested with HindIII, blotted, andprobed with a
32P-labeled T-DNA probe frompTiB6606.The lanes labeled "Binary
vector" contain pTV4AMVBTS DNA (equivalent to approximately100, 10,
or 1 copies of inserted DNA per diploid genome of poplar), mixed with
DNA from untransformed poplar leaves.The lanes labeled "Agro."
contain total genomic DNA from C58(pTiC58).The lanes labeled
"Control" or "C" contain DNA from untransformed poplarcallus, and
the remainder of the lanes contain DNA from callus linesthat were
cocultivated with Agrobacterium.Lines designatedwith an "I" are
believed to be derived from thesame transformed cell.The numbers
to the left of the figure are molecular sizes in kilobasepairs.106
uncocultivated control (Bt24), three lines that tested negative for
the Bt gene using PCR (Bt141, Bt139, Bt54), and six linesthat
contain the Bt gene (Bt98, Bt130, Btl, Bt6, Bt38, Bt138).
The T-DNA probe also detects a 2.4 kb fragment from the binary
vector, presumably due to co-purification of cloning vector DNA with
the T-DNA insert from pEco7.Hybridization between the T-DNA probe
and the binary vector is expected because both the pEco7 cloning
vector (pBR325) and the hybridizing 2.4 kb fragment from the binary
vector (pTV4AMVBTS, Figure III.1) contain an ampicillin resistance
gene.In Figure 111.3, the 2.4 kb fragment is difficult tosee in
three lines (Bt130, Bt97, Bt138).Based on observations of the
autoradiographs, however, it seems to be present in all transformed
lines except Btl and Bt6.Btl and Bt6 have other fragments that are
probably derived from a rearranged Ap gene fragment; theseare
detected with both the T-DNA probe and the Apgene probe.
In addition to the fragments described above, other unexpected
fragments are seen in Figure 111.3.Because these fragments are also
detected with the Ap gene probe (autoradiograph not shown), they
likely represent DNA from the binary vector rather than wild-typeT-
DNA.They also appear to be specific for DNA integrated into the
poplar genome because they are absent from the binary vector and
Agrobacterium lanes.These fragments may be derived from rearranged
or repeated T-DNA structures.For example, if imprecise integration
near the right T-DNA border destroyed the adjacent HindIII site in
the T-DNA of the binary vector (Figure III.1),a fragment of unknown107
size (bounded on one side by the nearest poplar HindIII site) would
be detected by the T-DNA and Ap gene probes.Integration of inverted
or tandem copies of T-DNA might also produce unexpected patterns.
Deletions near T-DNA borders, integration of invertedor tandem
copies of T-DNA, and other complex rearrangementsare commonly found
in plants transformed with Agrobacterium (Peerbolte et al. 1986,
Gheysen et al. 1987, Jones et al. 1987, Jorgensen et al. 1987,
Deroles and Gardner 1988, Jouanin et al. 1989, Hdnisch ten Cate et
al. 1990).The pattern of unexpected fragments was identical for
nine of the 16 transformed lines (those with numbers followed byan
"I").Because these fragments are specific to integrated DNA, and
because these lines can be traced to the same transformed suspension
culture,I believe these lines are derived from a single transformed
cell (these isogenic lines are hereafter referred toas BM. I
conclude, therefore, that the 16 transformed lines tested using
Southern analysis were derived from only eight independent
transformation events.Seven of the independently transformed lines
were transformed by the armed strain C58(pTiC58), whereas the
remaining line (Bt38) was transformed by the disarmed strain
C58(pTiC58-Z707).
In four lines (Bt76, Bt98, Bt130, Bt138), an unexpected
fragment migrates just below the 2.4 kb fragment (in Bt138 this band
can be seen relatively clearly on the autoradiograph, but is
difficult to see in Figure 111.3).The origin of this band is
unknown, but does not necessarily imply that these linesare isogenic
because Bt76 and Bt98 have other fragments that are unique to each108
line.These other unique fragments, however, could have resulted
from DNA rearrangements that occurred after transformation.
The T-DNA probe was also hybridized to the Xhol/Sall blots
described above (Table III.1, autoradiograph not shown).Two major
bands of 3.3 kb and 1.9 kb were found to be diagnostic for wild-type
T-DNA.These two bands were detected in eight of the nine isogenic
lines (8t1281 was not tested).Although Bt76 had two faint bands
diagnostic for wild-type T-DNA on the HindIII blot,no diagnostic
fragments could be detected on the XhoI/SalI blot.The results for
the remainder of the lines were consistent with the results using
HindIII; there was no evidence for wild-type T-DNA fragments.
In two instances, results from molecular analyses conflicted
with one another.Bt6 tested positive using PCR and a faint
Xhol/Sall with an anomalous size was detected using Southern
analysis, but no hybridizing bands could beseen on the HindIII blot
(discussed above).Bt76, on the other hand, seems to contain wild-
type T-DNA based on the presence of two faint diagnostic fragmentson
the HindIII blot (Figure 111.3), but no bands could beseen on the
Xhol/Sall blot (autoradiograph not shown).The simplest explanation
for these results is that the missing fragmentswere simply below the
level of detection.Detection of foreign DNA using Southern analysis
was generally quite sensitive, however, because I was able to detect
the Bt gene in all lines that tested positive using PCR.109
Observations on auxin-independent callus growth.
There was general agreement between the two assays for inserted
T-DNA; the results from Southern analysis using the T-DNA probe
correlated well with the observations on auxin-independent growth
(Figure 111.4, Table III.1).The exceptional growth of the nine
isogenic lines may be due to a high number of hormone biosynthetic
genes (based on the autoradiographic density of fragments detected
using the T-DNA probe, Figure 111.3).Bt76, which seems to contain
at least one copy of wild-type T-DNA, did not grow wellon medium
without auxin in three separate trials.Bt139 and Bt101, which seem
to lack wild-type T-DNA based on Southern analysis,grew reasonably
well in a single trial on medium without auxin.
Based on the results from both Southern blot analysis and the
callus growth experiments,I conclude that two of the eight
independent transformants (Bt76 and BtI) contain wild-type T-DNA.
BtI seems to contain many copies of wild-type T-DNA, andgrows
rapidly without auxin.Bt76 seems to contain one or a few copies of
wild-type T-DNA, but its growth is similar to lines without wild-type
T-DNA.For six of the independent transformants, (Btl, BT6, Bt38,
Bt98, Bt130, and Bt138),I found no evidence for the presence of
wild-type T-DNA.110
Figure 111.4.Growth of poplar callus on medium lacking auxin.
Untransformed callus (on the left), and callus transformed with
Agrobacterium tumefaciens (on the right) was grownon Woody Plant
Medium containing no growth regulators.Based on Southern analysis,
the transformed callus contains wild-type T-DNA.111
Insect bioassays
Callus from each of the lines listed in Table III.1 (except
Bt53, for which insufficient callus was available), and two
additional lines was fed to insects.The two additional lines (8t23
and Bt103) are untransformed controls, for which Southern analyses
were unnecessary.Bt129 was not included in the statistical analyses
because it was never tested using Southern analysis.Because the
insect x callus line interaction was nonsignificant, information from
both gypsy moth and western tussock mothwere combined into a single
analysis for each variable.Differences between male and female
insects were also nonsignificant, therefore, the analyses didnot
include sex as a factor.
Significant differences among callus lines were found for
survival (a=0.003), but not for insect weight (a=0.24)or
developmental rate (a=0.67) (Table 111.2).Because weight and
developmental rate could only be measuredon surviving larvae, the
number of insects used to analyze these variableswas much lower,
thereby reducing the likelihood of detecting differences.Insect
survival is presented in Figure 111.5; "control" represents the
average survival of insects on seven untransformed lines (Bt23, Bt24,
Bt54, Bt101, Bt103, Bt139, and Bt141), and "I" represents theaverage
survival of insects on the nine isogenic lines (BtI).Only Bt76 and
BtI were significantly different from the controls (LSD, a=0.05).
For gypsy moth, survival on the controls was 47%,versus an average112
Table 111.2.Performance of insects reared on poplar callus
containing an insect toxin gene from Bacillus thuringiensis.
Callus Survival Weight Developmental rate2
line (%) (mg) (1/days x 100)
Gypsy moth
Control 47 19.7 5.8
1 75 38.3 6.2
38 83 28.2 6.9
98 50 20.1 5.9
6 17 23.7 6.9
130 33 23.0 6.1
138 8 9.4 4.2
76 0
I 3 14.9 6.7
Western tussock moth
Control 89 10.8 10.7
1 100 11.5 11.3
38 75 14.1 11.6
98 67 11.8 10.5
6 92 9.3 10.5
130 83 8.4 9.8
138 75 9.5 9.5
76 67 9.7 8.9




average weight of insects that survived to the third instar.
2
days = the number of days to reach the third instar.A dash
indicates that no insects survived to the third instar.
3differences among callus lineswere tested using analyses of






























Figure 111.5.Survival of gypsy moth and western tussock mothon
poplar callus containing an insect toxingene from Bacillus
thuringiensis (Bt).
"Control" represents the combined survivalon seven untransformed
lines, line #6 contains a rearranged Btgene, and the remaining lines
are transformed with an intact Bt gene."I" represents the average
survival on nine isogenic lines that were recovered from thesame
transformed cell.The asterisks indicate that line #76 and the "I"
lines had significantly lower survival than the control when both
insects were used in the analysis (LSD, a=0.05).The absent bar
indicates that no insects survived.114
of 1.5% for insects reared on Bt76 and BtI (Figure111.5, Table
111.2).In contrast, survival of western tussock mothwas 89% on the
controls, versus an average of 58%on Bt76 and BtI.Relative to the
controls, only 3% as many gypsy moths, and 65%as many western
tussock moths survived on Bt76 and BtI.
Despite the nonsignificant F-tests for insect weight and
developmental rate, correlations between these variables andinsect
survival were both positive.Using callus line means, pooled
"within-species" correlations were 0.67 (a<0.01) for survivaland
weight, and 0.39 (a>0.05) for survival and developmentalrate.
Furthermore, insects grown on BtI had significantly lowerweight than
the controls (LSD, a=0.05).Gypsy moths reared on BtI were only 75%
as heavy as insects on the controls, but reached the third instar 15%
faster (no gypsy moths survived on Bt76).Western tussock moths
reared on Bt76 and BtI were 81% as heavy, and reached thethird
instar 85% as fast as insects rearedon the controls (Table 111.2).
DISCUSSION
I inserted an insect toxin gene from Bacillus thuringiensis,
and hormone biosynthetic genes from Agrobacteriumtumefaciens, into
hybrid poplar using Agrobacterium-mediated transformation.Stable
introduction of foreign genes was demonstrated using PCR, Southern
blot analysis, and bioassays.115
By screening antibiotic-resistant callus lines using PCR, I
identified 17 lines that contain a 704 by Btgene fragment.These
fragments were apparently amplified from poplar DNA,rather than from
contaminating bacteria, for two reasons.First, after initially
culturing the calli on cefotaxime,no bacteria were ever observed
following transfer of the calli to medium withoutantibiotics.
Second, no DNA fragments were amplified from eitherof two control
lines that were cocultivated with a strain of Agrobacteriumthat
contains the Bt gene (on a binary vector), but istransformation-
deficient (Chapter I).Using a Bt gene probe, all 16 PCR-positive
lines that were tested using Southern analysiswere found to contain
an Xhol/Sall fragment and a HindIII fragment diagnostic for the Bt
gene.These diagnostic fragments were absent froma control line
which was not cocultivated with Agrobacterium, and fivecocultivated
lines that tested negative using PCR.In addition to the expected
Xhol/Sall fragment representing the full-length Btgene, a partial-
digestion product is seen in DNA from putatively transformedpoplar,
but not in binary vector DNA samples.I believe the "partial"
Xhol/Sall fragment is present because Sall cannotcut methylated DNA.
Because many of the Sail sites in plant DNAare expected to be
methylated, the partial fragmentsare indicative of DNA integrated
into the poplar genome.Although two lines (Bt1 and Bt38) do not
contain the Xhol/SalI partial fragments,I believe these lines are
also stably transformed; both have fragments thatdiffer from the
binary vector when the HindIII and Xhol/Sall blotsare probed with an
Ap gene probe (data not shown).The patterns of DNA fragments116
detected with the T-DNA and Apgene probes are believed to be
transformant-specific, but were identical for nine of the16
transformed lines.This suggests that these lines were derived from
the same transformed cell, and that only eightindependent
transformants were recovered.
The gene-number reconstructions should be judgedwith caution
because poplar genome size was not estimated forNC-5339, and poplar
hybrids may differ in ploidy (Lee-Stadelmann et al.1990).Based on
the relative intensity of the hybridizing bandsamong the transformed
lines, however, and assuming that the transformantswith the fewest
genes have approximately one gene per genome, the number ofgenes
ranges from approximately one to more than 20.BtI (represented by
nine isogenic lines) seems to contain the greatestnumber of Bt genes
(Figure 111.2), and displays the greatestinsect-resistance.
Based on PCR detection of the Btgene, many "antibiotic-
resistant" calli were not transformed (ChapterI).Because the Bt
gene is located between the NPT-II gene and the right T-DNA border
where T-DNA transfer is initiated, lines thatwere missing the Bt
gene (based on PCR analysis) were probably missing the NPT-IIgene as
well.Therefore, expression of the NPT-IIgene was not responsible
for the ability of the calli togrow on concentrations of kanamycin
as high as 200 mg/1, and levels of G418 as highas 40 mg/l.Although
the NPT-II gene, transcribed from thenos promoter, has been used to117
select transformed poplar (Fillatti et al. 1987b,Sellmer and McCown
1989, McCown et al. 1991, Klopfenstein 1991),selection of poplar
transformants on kanamycin and G418 has been difficult(Chapter I,
Sellmer and McCown 1989, McCown et al. 1991).
To test for expression of the IAA biosyntheticgenes from
Agrobacterium,I tested the calli for their ability togrow on media
lacking auxin.BtI contains many copies of integrated wild-type T-
DNA and grew well on media without auxin.The remainder of the
lines, however (including Bt76 whichseems to contain few copies of
the IAA biosynthetic genes),grew poorly on media without auxin.In
other species, gene number has been both positivelyand negatively
correlated with gene expression (reviewed in Weisinget al. 1988,
Hobbs 1990).In this study, however, the number of transformants
analyzed was too low to accuratelyassess how gene number affected
gene expression.
I fed callus to gypsy moths and western tussockmoths to test
for expression of the Bt gene.When averaged over both insects,
there were significant differences in survivalamong callus lines,
but not in the weight or developmental rate ofthe surviving insects
(Table 111.2).Not surprisingly, however, therewas a significant
tendency for the lines with the greatest mortalityto have insects
with lower weight.The correlation between survival and
developmental rate was positive, but non-significant.118
When larvae were fed callus from Bt76 and BtI,survival was
significantly less than when insectswere fed untransformed callus
(Table 111.2).Although these lines had the lowest number of
surviving insects, they also contain wild-type T-DNA.Even though
Bt76 seems to contain a singlecopy of wild-type T-DNA, it does not
display auxin-independent growthas was observed for BtI (Table
III.1).For this reason, the reduced survivalon Bt76 and BtI seems
to be primarily due to thepresence of the Bt gene, although
contributing effects of genes introducedon the wild-type T-DNA
cannot be ruled out.
There was a great deal of variation in thetoxicity of the
transgenic lines.Variance in insect resistanceamong plants
containing the Bt gene is common (Barton et al.1987, Fischhoff et
al. 1987, McCown et al. 1991, Perlak 1991), andmay result from
factors such as differences ingene number, position effects, or
methylation (reviewed in Weising et al. 1988, Hobbset al. 1990).
Barton et al. (1987), for example, founda 50-fold range in the
amount of Bt gene mRNA in 10 transgenic tobacco plants.The mRNA
levels, however, were only loosely correlated withinsect toxicity.
McCown et al. (1991) analyzed survival of insectson four transgenic
poplars containing the Bt gene, but onlyone of the transformants had
significant resistance to forest tent caterpillarand gypsy moth.
Bt gene expression has been difficult tomeasure in plants
containing gene constructs similar to theone Iinserted into poplar.
For this reason,I relied on insect bioassays, rather than northern119
or western analysis, to estimate relative levels of Btgene
expression.In tobacco and tomato, the concentration of Bt toxinwas
often so low that it was undetectable using westernanalysis (Barton
et al. 1987, Fischhoff et al. 1987, Vaeck et al. 1987, Perlaket al.
1991).Because the toxin is so potent, however, insect bioassays
have been successful; transformants with undetectablelevels of Bt
toxin were, nonetheless, resistant to insects (Bartonet al. 1987,
Fischhoff et al. 1987, Vaeck et al. 1987, Perlak et al.1991).
Although Bt gene mRNA could be detected, much of itwas degraded
(Barton et al. 1987, Fischhoff et al. 1987, Vaeck et al.1987).The
low levels of intact mRNA thatwere observed may explain the low
levels of Bt toxin (Barton et al. 1987, Fischhoff et al.1987, Vaeck
et al. 1987).Because of the mRNA degradation, itwas difficult to
estimate the amount of translatable mRNA in the plants usingeither
northern, or slot-blot analysis (Barton et al. 1987).
Recently, Bt gene sequences have been modified to increasegene
expression while keeping the proteinsequence intact (Perlak et al.
1991).These modifications were directed atsequences that specify
codon usage, potential regulatorysequences, and regions of secondary
structure.Use of sequence-modified genes has resulted in much
greater expression of the Bt gene and enhanced insectresistance
(Perlak et al. 1991).McCown et al. (1991), for example, useda
sequence-modified gene to produce transgenic poplar resistantto
forest tent caterpillar and gypsy moth.Because I used an unmodified
toxin gene, the poor insect resistance ofsome of my transgenic lines
may be due to a low abundance of intact mRNA.Other factors,120
however, including poor transcription from the35S promoter may be
involved.Although the 35S promoter is strongly expressed inmany
tissues, it is not expressed identically under allconditions (Nagata
et al. 1987, Williamson et al. 1989), and its expressionin poplar
callus has not been reported.Using the 35S promoter, Bt gene
expression in poplar callus may be substantially differentfrom that
in whole plants.
Although I was unable to regenerate shoots usinga proven
regeneration protocol, this was not due to thepresence of wild-type
T-DNA or the Bt gene.Regeneration was similarly unsuccessful from
control lines that were not cocultivated withAgrobacterium, and from
other untransformed lines.In parallel experiments, shootswere
readily obtained from callus lines that had beentransformed with the
Ac transposable element (Chapter I).I expected regeneration to be
hindered from cells expressing the hormone biosyntheticgenes from
Agrobacterium, although expression of thesegenes can enhance
regeneration from adjacent untransformed cells (Fillattiet al.
1987b; A.-C.M. Brasileiro, INRA, Versailles,France, personal
communication).Because I was unable to regenerate shoots fromany
of the Bt callus lines, it appears thatsome genetic or epigenetic
change had occurred in the suspension culturesprior to
cocultivation.
My work with gypsy moth supports the results of McCownet al.
(1991), and suggests the potential for producingtrees resistant to
gypsy moth and forest tent caterpillar is extended to western tussock121
moth.In addition to strategies for improving Btgene expression
(discussed above), future molecular work should focuson three areas;
identification of the most effective Bt toxin gene(s) for eachinsect
pest (MacIntosh et al. 1990), strategies to deter the evolutionof
insects that can survive on genetically-engineeredinsect-resistant
trees (Strauss et al. 1991), and the development ofmore efficient
transformation and regeneration systemsso that many transformants
can be screened for those with the greatest insect resistance.122
CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS
Poplar Transformation
My results demonstrate that poplar suspension culturescan be
transformed using Agrobacterium tumefaciens and that transgenic
plants can be recovered.Because poplar somatic embryogenesis is
possible (Charles Michler, USDA Forest Service, Rhinelander, WI,
personal communication), it would be interesting to try this
technique on embryogenic suspension cultures.This might alleviate
the regeneration problems I observed in the second transformation
experiment.
Because antibiotic resistance was not a particularly reliable
or rapid way to identify transformants, a marker gene other than the
NPT-II antibiotic-resistance gene should be used.It may be possible
to develop a rapid system for measuring transformation using the GUS
or luxA /luxB reporter genes.If a rapid transformation and selection
system could be developed, it might have several important
applications.Protoplast and suspension cultures have been valuable
for investigating the relationship between cell division and
transformation frequency (An 1985, Meyer et al. 1985, Okada et al.
1986).Suspension cultures may also be good for comparing strains of
Agrobacterium.
This work strongly suggests that the hygromycin resistancegene
is better than the NPT-II gene for selecting poplar transformants. I
also demonstrated that cefotaxime adversely affects poplar; this123
contrasts with results from other species (Pollock et al. 1983, Ellis
et al. 1989a, Tsang et al. 1989).This should be taken into
consideration in future work with Agrobacterium.I also demonstrated
transformation using pTiC58-Z707, a disarmed Ti plasmid that hadnot
previously been used to transform poplar.
Ac transposition in poplar
Southern blot analysis indicates that Ac transposes in poplar.
Because the antibiotic resistance provided by the NPT-IIgene was a
poor marker for Ac excision, however, little was learned about the
dynamics of the system.As described above, substitution of a good
reporter gene such as GUS or luxA/luxB should allow investigation of
the timing and frequency of Ac excision.This work also suggests
that DNA rearrangement is associated with Ac activity in poplar;this
relationship, however, needs to be investigated further.This
observation raises the question of whether precise excision might
vary among heterologous hosts, perhaps in relation to their
phylogenetic distance from maize.The work on Ac also leads to
consideration of the prospects for gene tagging in trees (discussed
below).
Strategies for gene tagging in trees
Although results with the Ac transposon suggest thatgene
tagging might be successful in trees, limitationsare imposed by the
long generation times of many tree species.Short generation times
facilitate gene tagging because (1) recessive insertionalmutants can
be identified by screening segregating populations of selfedprogeny124
(Yoder 1990), (2) Ac activity can be controlled usinga two-component
tagging system (described below), and (3) linkage analysiscan be
used to correlate the mutant phenotypes with thepresence of Ac
(Beizile et al. 1989).Because many tree species do not flower until
they are 10-20 years-old, alternative gene tagging strategiesmay
need to be developed.Poplars are among the best trees to use for
gene tagging because they can produce flowers by age four (Reinhard
Stettler, University of Washington, Seattle WA, personal
communication), and in other members of the Salicaceae flowering-age
can be reduced substantially using cultural treatments (Olavi
Junttila, TrOmso, Norway, personal communication).Gene tagging in
poplar will also be facilitated by the availability ofan RFLP
linkage map, which is being developed (Toby Bradshaw,University of
Washington, personal communication).
If haploids were used to create primary transformants,
recessive mutants could be detected.In vitro anther and pollen
cultures have been reported for a wide variety of woodyspecies, and
for some species, including poplar, plants have beenrecovered
(reviewed in Radojevic and Kovoor 1986).Alternatively, it may be
possible to target heterozygous dominant alleles.Dramatic
differences in a number of leaf traits, for example,occur between
interfertile species of poplar, and resistance tosome poplar
diseases are known to be controlled by single majorgenes (R.
Stettler personal communication).Transposon-induced mutants may,125
therefore, be detectable in interspecific hybrids,or in
intraspecific heterozygotes identified via classical genetic
analysis.
In a two-component tagging system,a non-autonomous transposon
(one that is transposase-defective) is transactivatedby crossing a
functional transposase gene into thesame genome (reviewed in
Balcells et al. 1991).The defective transposon and the transposase
gene are separated via segregation in the subsequent generation,
thereby stabilizing the defective transposon in itsnew location.
This goal might be achieved in trees by creatinga primary
transformant that contains both components of thetwo-component
tagging system.In this case, however, the functional transposase
would be under the control ofan inducible gene expression system;
transposition would only occur whensome environmental stimulus is
applied.Candidate gene induction systemsare known that respond to
environmental cues such as temperature, and variousexogenously
applied chemicals (Gatz et al. 1991, Mason et al.1991, Ward et al.
1991).
Even if mutations could be detected in trees, itmay be
difficult to distinguish transposon-induced mutationsfrom background
mutations.Somaclonal variants occur at a high frequency in
regenerated plants, and are difficult to distinguishfrom mutations
induced by transposons (Yoder 1990).Normally, segregation analysis
could be used to see if the transposon is responsiblefor the
mutation by looking for tight linkage.This might be possible, but126
time consuming in poplar.In trees with very long generation times,
however, it may be necessary to rely on reversion of the mutant
phenotype.The transposon would be induced to excise using thegene
induction system described above, and reversion of the phenotype
would be correlated with excision of the transposon by looking for
revertant sectors or by analyzing a number of somatic regenerants.
This technique relies on the ability of the gene to function properly
following excision.This could be a rare event, especially if DNA
rearrangements are common during transposition.For the bronze
allele in maize, restoration of gene functionoccurs five-fold less
frequently than the production of stable mutations following Ac
excision (Hugo Dooner, Advanced Genetic Sciences, Oakland, CA,
personal communication).
Because Ac transposes preferentially to linked chromosomal
sites (Jones et al. 1990), "targeted" gene taggingmay be best for
cloning specific genes from plants.In targeted gene tagging, the
Ac-containing T-DNA is first inserted into a site closely linked to
the gene of interest, thereby increasing the proportion of
transpositions that disrupt the targeted gene.Because T-DNA
insertion seems to be random, linkage is determined by segregation
analysis of the primary transformants.This analysis would be
delayed in trees because of the time required to reach sexual
maturity.Linkage analysis using molecular (RFLP) markers is
underway in a number of tree species (David Neale, USDA Forest
Service Pacific Southwest Experiment Station, Berkeley, CA, personal127
communication; Toby Bradshaw, University of Washington, Seattle,WA,
personal communication).
Using the strategies outlined above, itmay be possible to
clone genes from trees using gene tagging in primarytransformants
and their somatic regenerants.Because of the confounding effects of
somaclonal mutation, however, it might benecessary to first screen
the primary transformants to identify somaclonalvariants, and to use
a regeneration system that had a somaclonal mutation rate well below
the mutation rate caused by transposon insertion(Yoder 1990).
If alternative gene tagging strategiesare not feasible, gene
tagging in trees would be a much slowerprocess than it would be in
herbaceous species.If research aimed at shortening the generation
time of woody perennials is successful, however, thiswould be less
of a problem.Because most trees are highly outbred and exhibit
strong inbreeding depression, strategies suitable forself-fertile
species may also be inappropriate for trees.In cases where highly
homologous genes exist in herbaceous species, it mightbe more
efficient to clone genes with unknown products from them,followed by
the use of heterologous gene probesor the polymerase-chain-reaction
to clone the genes from trees.This may not be possible for genes
responsible for traits such as disease resistance, however,which
evolve rapidly and are therefore likely to bespecies-specific.128
Insect resistant poplar
I demonstrated that transgenic poplar callus containingan
insect toxin gene from Bacillus thuringiensis var. kurstaki is
resistant to gypsy moth and western tussock moth.The variability in
insect resistance among transformants, however, was large.Future
work should focus on four areas; insertion of improvedgene
constructs (Perlak et al. 1990, Perlak et al. 1991), identification
of the most appropriate Bt toxin genes to insert into trees
(MacIntosh et al. 1990), molecular strategies to deter the evolution
of insects that are resistant to engineered insect-resistant trees
(Strauss et al. 1991), and the development of more efficient
transformation and regeneration systems.
The kurstaki subspecies of Bt contains at least four protein
toxins that vary in their insecticidal activity (Feitelson et al.
1990).The crylA(a) gene, used by myself and McCown et al. (1991),
codes for only one of these toxins.In addition, other subspecies of
Bt are known that are toxic to coleopteran insects (Herrnstadt et al.
1986), which are some of the most damaging tree pests.Because of
different insecticidal activities of the various Bt toxins, trees
with the greatest insect resistance will likely be developed by
tailoring the toxin to the target insect (MacIntosh et al. 1990).
Because insects can develop resistance to Bt- containing
insecticides (McGaughey 1990), the potential for insects to acquire
resistance to genetically engineered plants is a seriousconcern,
especially for long-lived trees.Several strategies for deploying129
insect resistant trees that should deter the development of Bt-
resistant insects have been proposed (Raffa 1989, Strausset al.
1991).Genetic engineering may also be used to slow the development
of Bt- resistant insects.Because it should be more difficult for
insects to evolve tolerance to a number of insect-resistancegenes
simultaneously, the insertion of multiplegenes should be considered.
Candidate secondary resistance genes include Bt toxingenes with
different modes of action, proteinase inhibitorgenes, or chitinase
genes.Both proteinase inhibitors (MacIntosh et al. unpublished
manuscript) and chitinases (Gunner et al. 1985) have beenreported to
interact synergistically with Bt toxins to enhance insectresistance.
Combinations of insect genes may need to be chosen carefully,
however, because insects have frequently evolvedcross-resistance to
a number of chemical insecticides (reviewed in Strauss et al. 1991).
Another strategy may be to use promoters that directtoxin genes to
be expressed only in specific plant tissues,or only in response to
damaging levels of insect attack.This may reduce selection
pressures on insects if insects are able to feed and surviveon
economically unimportant plant parts,or by permitting survival of
small insect populations, but not large insect outbreaks.
Finally, production of trees with commercial levels ofinsect
resistance necessitates the development of efficient transformation
systems for commercially valuable genotypes.Large numbers of
transformants are needed to screen for plants with optimal levelsof
gene expression, to select against abnormalities caused bygene
insertion and plant regeneration, to compare alternative insect130
resistance genes and gene combinations, and to allowgene insertion
into large breeding populations of trees.No such transformation
systems exist for conifers, and even for poplar, efficientsystems
are lacking for all but a few valuable hybrids.131
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Appendix I.Protocol for isolating DNA from poplar leaves that is
suitable for Southern blot analysis.
Materials
2X isolation buffer (ice-cold)
Lysis buffer (ice-cold)
10% CTAB solution (65C)
5M NaC1




RNase A stock (10 mg/ml)




1.Add to 20 ml of 2X isolation buffer: 0.2% beta-mercaptoethanol
(40 ul).Add to 5 ml of lysis buffer: 0.1% beta-mercaptoethanol
(5 ul).
2.Grind 0.5-1.0 g of leaf tissue in liquid nitrogen using a mortar
and pestle.
3.Transfer the powdered tissue to a 50-ml Oak Ridge tube and add
20 ml of ice-cold 2X isolation buffer.Keep the tube on ice.
4. Centrifuge at 10,000 rpm for 10' at 3C.
5.Discard the supernatant and resuspend the pellet in 5 ml of ice-
cold lysis buffer.
6.Add 1/10 volume (0.5 ml) of 10% sarkosyl, shake, and bring to
room temp.
7.Add 1/7 volume (786 Al) of 5M NaC1 and 1/10 volume (629 Al) of
10% CTAB, shake vigorously, and incubate at 65 C for 20'.
8.Transfer the solution to an "orange-capped" tube, add an equal
volume of chloroform/IAA, shake vigorously to form an emulsion,
and centrifuge at 3,000 rpm for 5'.
9.Transfer the aqueous phase to a new 50-ml Oak Ridge tube, add
2/3 volume of isopropanol, and spin at 10,000 rpm for 10'.
10.Resuspend the pellet in 600 ul of TE (10, 0.1), add 3 ul of
RNase A, and incubate at 37C for 30'.
11.Transfer the solution to a microfuge tube, rinse the Oak Ridge
tube with 100 Al of TE, and combine the rinse with the rest of
the sample.150
12.Add 700 Al of phenol/chloroform/IAA, mix well, spin at 14,000
rpm for 5' and transfer the aqueous phase to a new microfuge
tube.
13.Add 300 Al to the phenol solution, spin at 14,000 rpm for 5',
and combine the aqueous phase with the rest of the sample.
14.Repeat step 12 with 700 ul of chloroform/IAA.
15.Add 1/10 volume of 3M NaOAc and 2/3 volume isopropanol, incubate
at room temperature for at least 10 min., then spin at 14,000
rpm for 10'.
16.Wash the pellet with 70% EtOH and dry.
****************************** OPTIONAL *****************************
17.Resuspend the DNA in 300 Al of TE, add 150 Al of 7.5M NH40Ac,
and 900 Al of 95% EtOH, then spin at 14,000 rpm in the microfuge
for 10'.
18. Discard the supernatant, wash the pellet with 70% EtOH, and dry.
*********************************************************************
19.Resuspend the pellet in 30 ul TE (10/0.1).
2X Isolation Buffer (500 ml)
0.7 M sorbitol
100 mM Tris (pH 8)





Lysis Buffer (250 ml)
64 g
50 ml of 1 M





0.35 M sorbitol 16 g
50 mM Tris (pH 8) 12.5 ml of 1 M
25 mM EDTA 12.5 ml of 0.5 M
1% polyvinylpolypyrrilidone (PVPP)2.5 g
10% CTAB
0.7 M NaC1
10% CTAB solution (100 ml)
10 g
14.3 ml of 5 M151
Appendix II.Protocol for isolating DNA from poplar callus that is
suitable for amplification by the polymerase chain reaction.
Frozen callus (0.75 g) was ground in 100 Al of ice-cold 5X
isolation buffer [500 mM Tris/HC1 (pH 8.0), 500 mM EDTA (pH 8.0), 5%
polyvinylpyrrolidone, 0.5% 8- mercaptoethanol] in a microfuge tube
using a small plastic pestle (Kontes, Vineland, NJ) attached to an
electric drill.The homogenate was centrifuged at 3°C and the
supernatant was discarded.All centrifugations were for 10 minutes
at 16,000g.The pellet was resuspended in 600 Al of ice-cold lysis
buffer [100 mM Tris/HC1 (pH 8.0), 100 mM EDTA (pH 8.0), 1%
polyvinylpolypyrrolidone, 0.1% B-mercaptoethanol, 1% SDS, 83 mg/1
proteinase K], vortexed briefly, and incubated at 65°C for 60
minutes.Following the addition of 1/3 volume of 0.8 M NaC1, the
solution was vortexed briefly, incubated on ice for 10 minutes, and
centrifuged.The supernatant was transferred to a new tube and ex-
tracted once with an equal volume of phenol/chloroform/isoamyl
alcohol (25:24:1), and once with an equal volume of
chloroform/isoamyl alcohol.Two volumes of ethanol were added and
the DNA was precipitated by centrifugation.The pellet was
resuspended in TE (10 mM Tris/HC1, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0), and the DNA
was precipitated a second time using 1/2 volume of 7.5 M ammonium
acetate and 2 volumes of 95% ethanol.The pellet was washed with 70%
ethanol and resuspended in TE.Appendix III.Cocultivation and selection treatments yielding poplar callus lines thatare
resistant to kanamycin and/or G418.
Cocultivation Subsequent
treatment Initial selection2 selection
Agro. Sub- PCV Anti-
Line #3 strain Nop. strate (10-2)biotics4 Antibiotics4 Plate
Controls (strains incapable of inserting the NPT-II and Bt genes)
12 NT1(Bt) + A 2.5 0 G20, G10 Fll
13 NT1(Bt) + A 2.5 0 G20, G10 Flt
14 NT1(Bt) + A 2.5 0 G20, G10 Fll
15 NT1(Bt) A 5.0 0 G20, G10 G9
16 NT1(Bt) A 5.0 0 G20, G10 G9
17 NT1(Bt) A 5.0 0 G20, G10 G9
18 C58 + F 1.25 0 G20, G10 AA5
19 C58 + F 1.25 0 G20, G10 AA5
20 C58 + F 1.25 0 G20, G10 AA5
21 A281 A 5.0 0 G20, G10 G8
22 A281 A 5.0 0 G20, G10 G8
23 A 5.0 0 G20, G10 G3
24 A 5.0 0 G20, G10 G3
25 C58 + A 2.5 0 G20, G10 F9
26 C58 + A 2.5 0 G20, G10 F9
27 C58 + A 2.5 0 G20, G10 F9
30 NT1 F 10.0 0 G40, G20, G10 K39
35 EHA 101 A 2.5 0 G20, G10 F12
36 A281 A 2.5 0 G20, G10 F14Appendix III. (cont.)
Cocultivation Subsequent










Controls (strains incapable of inserting the NPT-II and Bt genes)
39 C58 + F 1.25 0 G20, G10 A5-2
41 Z707 F 1.25 0 G10 4A2
42 EHA 101 F 1.25 0 G10 4A3
47 NT1 F 1.25 0 G10 4A10
48 A281 F 1.25 0 G10 4A8
61 Z707 A 5.0 0 G20, G10 G4
62 A 5.0 0 G20, G10 G3
65 EHA 101 A 2.5 0 G20, G10 F12
66 A281 A 2.5 0 G20, G10 F14
82 NT1(Bt) F 2.5 0 G20, G10 B17-3
86 A281 + F 10.0 0 K200 J29
Strains capable of inserting the NPT-II and Bt genes
1 C58(Bt) F 10.0 K200 G40, G20, G10 L33
2 Z707(Bt) F 2.5 0 G20, G10 BB1
3 058(Bt) F 1.25 0 G20, G10 A9
4 058(Bt) F 2.5 0 G20, G10 B8
6 C58(Bt) F 10.0 K200 G40, G20, G10 II11
7 C58(Bt) A 2.5 0 G10 FFF17
8 C58(Bt) A 2.5 0 G10 FFF17
9 EHA 101(Bt) A 2.5 0 G20, G10 F7Appendix III. (cont.)
Cocultivation Subsequent
treatment Initial selection2 selection
Agro. Sub- PCV Anti-
Line #3 strain Nop. strate (10-2)biotics4 Antibiotics4 Plate
Strains capable of inserting the NPT II and Bt genes
10 Z707(Bt) A 2.5 0 G10 FFF4
11 Z707(Bt) A 2.5 0 G10 FFF4
33 A281(Bt) A 2.5 0 G20,G10 F2
37 Z707(Bt) + A 5.0 G40 G10 036
38 Z707(Bt) F 2.5 G20 G10 N4
40 Z707(Bt) F 1.25 0 G10 4A1
45 Z707(Bt) A 2.5 0 G10 FFF4
49 C58(Bt) F 1.25 0 GIO 4A9
50 EHA 101(Bt) F 1.25 0 G10 4A11
51 C58(Bt) + A 2.5 0 G10 FFF17-1
52 C58(Bt) + A 2.5 0 G10 FFF17-1
53 C58(Bt) + A 2.5 0 G10 FFF17-1
54 C58(Bt) + A 2.5 0 GIO FFF17-1
55 C58(Bt) + A 2.5 0 G10 FFF17-2
56 C58(Bt) + A 2.5 0 G10 FFF17-2
58 Z707(Bt) + A 2.5 0 K200 FF6
68 Z707(Bt) A 2.5 0 GIO 4F4
69 Z707(Bt) A 2.5 0 G10 4F4
70 Z707(Bt) A 2.5 0 G10 4F4
71 C58(Bt) + A 2.5 0 G10 4F17
72 C58(Bt) + A 2.5 0 G10 4F17Appendix III. (cont.)
Cocultivation Subsequent
treatment Initial selection2 selection
Agro. Sub- PCV Anti-
Line #3 strain Nop. strate (10.2)biotics4 Antibiotics4 Plate
Strains capable of inserting the NPT-II and Bt genes
73 C58(Bt) + A 2.5 0 G10 4F17
74 Z707(Bt) A 2.5 0 G10 5F1
751 C58(Bt) F 10.0 G40 0, GIO Q8
76 C58(Bt) F 10.0 G40 0, G10 Q8
77 A281(Bt) + A 5.0 0 G20, G10 4G7
78 C58(Bt) + F 10.0 K200 G40, G20, G10 L33-2
79 Z707(80 + A 5.0 G40 G10 0012
801 C58(Bt) F 10.0 G40 0, G10 QQ1
83 C58(Bt) + A 2.5 0 G10 FFF17-1
84 Z707(Bt) A 2.5 0 G10 FFF4
85 Z707(Bt) A 2.5 0 G10 FFF4
88 C58(Bt) F 10.0 0 K200 E19
89 Z707(8t) + A 5.0 G40 G10 036
90 Z707(Bt) A 2.5 0 G10 7F2
91 Z707(Bt) A 2.5 0 G10 7F2
92 Z707(Bt) A 2.5 0 G10 7F2
93 EHA 101(Bt) A 5.0 G40 G10 601
94 Z707(Bt) A 2.5 0 G20, G10 F4
95 A281(Bt) F 2.5 G20 G10 4N1
961 C58(Bt) F 10.0 G40 0, G10 Q8
971 C58(Bt) F 10.0 G40 0, G10 Q8
98 C58(Bt) F 10.0 G40 0, G10 Q8Appendix III. (cont.)
Cocultivation Subsequent
treatment Initial selection2 selection
Agro. Sub- PCV Anti-
Line #3 strain Nop. strate (10-2)biotics4 Antibiotics4 Plate
Strains capable of inserting the NPT-II and Bt genes
99 Z707(Bt) + A 5.0 G40 G10 036
100 Z707(Bt) A 2.5 0 G20, G10 F4
101 Z707(Bt) A 2.5 0 G20, G10 F4
102 Z707(Bt) A 2.5 0 G10 8F1
103 Z707(Bt) A 2.5 0 G10 8F1
104 Z707(Bt) A 2.5 0 G10 8F1
105 Z707(Bt) + A 5.0 G40 G10 403
106 EHA 101(Bt) + A 5.0 G40 G10 602
107 EHA 101(Bt) + A 5.0 G40 G10 602
108 EHA 101(Bt) + A 5.0 G40 G10 017
109 EHA 101(Bt) + A 5.0 G40 G10 017
110 EHA 101(Bt) + A 5.0 G40 G10 017
111 EHA 101(Bt) + A 5.0 G40 G10 017
126 A281(Bt) F 2.5 G20 G10 5N1
127 EHA 101(Bt) A 5.0 G40 G10 701
1281 C58(Bt) F 10.0 G40 0, G10 4Q1
129 C58(Bt) F 10.0 G40 0, G10 4Q1
130 C58(Bt) F 10.0 G40 0, G10 4Q1
131 C58(Bt) F 10.0 G40 0, G10 4Q1
132 C58(Bt) F 10.0 G40 0, G10 4Q1
1331 C58(Bt) F 10.0 G40 0, G10 4Q1










Nop. strate (10-2)biotics4 Antibiotics4
Strains capable of inserting the NPT-II and Bt genes
135 C58(Bt) F 10.0 G40 0, G10 4Q1
1361 C58(Bt) F 10.0 G40 0, G10 4Q1
1371 C58(Bt) F 10.0 G40 0, G10 4Q1
138 C58(Bt) F 10.0 G40 0, G10 4Q1
139 C58(Bt) F 10.0 G40 0, G10 4Q1
140 C58(Bt) F 10.0 G40 0, G10 4Q1
141 C58(Bt) F 10.0 G40 0, G10 4Q1
1
C58 is C58(pTiC58), Z707 is C58(pTiC58-Z707), NT1 is C58 without a Ti plasmid, A281 is C58 witha
wild-type pTiBo542 plasmid, and EHA 101 is C58 with a disarmed pTiBo542 plasmid.Dashes indicate
that the callus line was not treated with Agrobacterium, and "(Bt)" indicates thepresence of a
binary vector carrying the Bt gene.Lines designated with a "+" were cocultivated in the presence of
nopaline (Nop.).
2
Substrate "A" is agarose, whereas "F" indicates the plating substratewas a cellulose acetate filter.
"PCV" is the packed-cell-volume (x 10-2 ml) that was dispensed to each plate.
3
Line numbers followed by an "I" are derived from the same transformation event.
4"G10", "G20", and "G40" are 10, 20, and 40 mg/1 G-418, respectively, "K200" is 200 mg/1 kanamycin,
and "0" indicates that no antibiotics were used for selection.
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Appendix IV.Results of PCR and Southern blot analyses on poplar
callus lines that are resistant to kanamycin and/or G418.
PCR1 Southern
Line2Agrobacterium3
no. strain Pos.Neg.Trys Bt probe4
Strains incapable of inserting the Bt gene
12 NT1(Bt) 0 0 1
15 NT1(Bt) 0 0 2
18 C58 0 0 1
20 C58 0 1 1
22 A281 0 0 1
24 0 1 2
25 C58 0 1 1
35 EHA 101 0 0 1
36 A281 0 0 1
39 C58 0 0 1
41 Z707 lc 0 1
42 EHA 101 0 0 1
48 A281 lc 0 1
65 EHA 101 0 1 1
Strains capable of inserting the Bt gene
1 C58(Bt) 2 0 3 +
2 Z707(Bt) 0 0 2
3 C58(Bt) 0 2 2
4 C58(Bt) 0 2 2
6 C58(Bt) 1 0 1
5
7 C58(Bt) 0 1 2
8 C58(Bt) 0 2 4
9 EHA 101(Bt) 0 1 2
10 Z707(Bt) 0 1 2
11 Z707(Bt) 0 2 2
33 A281(Bt) 0 1 1
37 Z707(Bt) 0 2 3
38 Z707(Bt) 2 0 4 +
40 Z707(Bt) 0 1 3
45 Z707(Bt) 0 2 2
49 C58(Bt) 0 1 2
50 EHA 101(Bt) 0 1 4
51 C58(Bt) 0 2 2
52 C58(Bt) 0 2 2




no. strain Pos.Neg.Trys Bt probe4
Strains capable of inserting the Bt gene
54 C58(Bt) 0 1 3
55 C58(Bt) lc 1 4
56 C58(Bt) 0 0 0
58 Z707(Bt) 0 0 0




70 Z707(Bt) 0 2 3
71 C58(Bt) 0 1 3
72 C58(Bt) 0 2 2
73 C58(Bt) 0 2 3
74 Z707(Bt) 0 1 2
751 C58(Bt) 3 0 3 +
76 C58(Bt) 1 0 1 +
77 A281(Bt) 0 2 2
78 C58(Bt) 0 2 2
79 Z707(Bt) 0 2 2
801 C58(Bt) 2 0 2 +
83 C58(Bt) 0 2 3
84 Z707(Bt) 0 2 2
85 Z707(Bt) 0 2 2
88 C58(Bt) 0 0 0
89 Z707(Bt) 0 2 2
90 Z707(Bt) 0 2 3
91 Z707(Bt) lc 1 3
92 Z707(Bt) 0 2 2
93 EHA 101(Bt) 0 2 2
94 Z707(Bt) 0 2 2
95 A281(Bt) is 2 3
961 C58(Bt) 1 0 1 +
971 C58(Bt) 2 0 3 +
98 C58(Bt) 2 0 2 +
99 Z707(Bt) 0 1 3
100 Z707(Bt) 0 2 2
101 Z707(Bt) 0 3 3
102 Z707(Bt) 0 2 2
103 Z707(Bt) 2` 2 4
104 Z707(Bt) 0 2 2




no. strain Pos.Neg.Trys Bt probe4
Strains capable of inserting the Bt gene
106 EHA 101(Bt) 0 1 3
107 EHA 101(Bt) 0 2 2
108 EHA 101(Bt) 0 1 2
109 EHA 101(Bt) 0 2 2
110 EHA 101(Bt) 0 2 2
111 EHA 101(Bt) 0 1 2
126 A281(Bt) 0 2 2
127 EHA 101(Bt) 0 3 3
1281 C58(Bt) 1 0 1 +
129 C58(Bt) 2 0 2
130 C58(Bt) 1 0 2 +
131 C58(Bt) 0 2 4
132 C58(Bt) 0 1 1
1331 C58(Bt) 1 0 1 +
1341 C58(Bt) 1 0 1 +
135 C58(Bt) 0 1 1
1361 C58(Bt) 1 0 1 +
1371 C58(Bt) 1 0 1 +
138 C58(Bt) 1 0 1 +
139 C58(Bt) 1' 1 2
6
140 C58(Bt) 0 2 2
141 C58(Bt) 0 1 2
1"Pos." and "Neg." are the number of PCR reactions yielding positive
and negative results, respectively, and "Trys" is the number of
reactions attempted.Positive results caused by DNA cross-
contamination are designated by a "c ".
2Line numbers followed by an "I" are derived from the same
transformation event.
3C58 is C58(pTiC58), Z707 is C58(pTiC58-Z707), NT1 is C58 without a
Ti plasmid, A281 is C58 with a wild-type pTiBo542 plasmid, and EHA
101 is C58 with a disarmed pTiBo542 plasmid.Dashes indicate that
the callus line was not treated with Agrobacterium, and "(Bt)"
indicates the presence of a binary vector carrying the Bt gene.161
Appendix IV (cont.)
4"+" indicates the presence, and "" the absence a HindIII
restriction fragment diagnostic for the Bt gene.
5
A strongly-hybridizing band with an anomalous size is seen when the
Bt gene probe is hybridized to a Xhol/Sall double-digest,
presumably due to the presence of a rearranged Bt gene.
6
A faint band with an anomalous size presumably results from cross-
hybridization of the probe to a wild-type T-DNA border fragment.